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CHAP TE R O B J EC TIV E S
• Investigate graphs formed by sums of
sines and cosines.

Properties of Combined Sinusoids

• Derive a composite argument property
expressing cos(A  B) in terms of
cosines and sines of A and B, and use
it to express a linear combination of
cosine and sine as a single cosine with
a phase displacement.

When two vehicles are going nearly
the same speed on the highway, the
combined sound of their engines
sometimes seems to pulsate. The same
thing happens when two airplane
engines are going at slightly different
speeds. The phenomenon is called beats.
Using the concept of beats, a vibrato
sound can be generated on a piano by
tuning two strings for the same note
at slightly different frequencies. In this
chapter you’ll learn about combinations
of sinusoids so that you can analyze these
harmonic phenomena.

• For trigonometric functions f, derive
and learn properties for f (2x) in terms
of f (x).
• For trigonometric functions f, derive
and learn properties for f (90° 2 ) in
p
terms of functions of , or f (__
2 2 x) in
terms of functions of x.

• For trigonometric functions f, derive
and learn properties for f (A 1 B) and
f (A 2 B) in terms of functions of A
and functions of B.
• Given two sinusoids, form a new graph
by adding or multiplying ordinates
(y-coordinates).

y

• Given a graph formed by adding or
multiplying two sinusoids, find the
equations for the two sinusoids.

x

• Transform a sum of two sinusoids to
a product of two sinusoids, and vice
versa.
385

• Prove that a product of sinusoids with
equal periods is also a sinusoid.
• Derive properties for cos 2A, sin 2A,
and tan 2A in terms of functions of A.
• Derive properties for cos _12 A, sin _12 A,
and tan _21 A in terms of functions of A.
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Ch apter 8

Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Overview

Exploration 8-5a: Equivalence of Sinusoid Sums and Products

This chapter introduces the remaining properties of trigonometric
functions. A grapher makes it possible to study these properties
as combinations of sinusoids rather than as purely algebraic
properties. Thus, students learn by graphing that a linear
combination of cosine and sine with equal periods is another
sinusoid with a phase displacement. The composite argument
properties (sometimes called addition formulas) are used to prove
this fact by expressing cos(A 2 B) as cos A cos B 1 sin A sin B.
Sums or products of sinusoids with unequal periods lead to graphs
with varying amplitude or varying sinusoidal axes. Students then
learn the reverse process, harmonic analysis, to find the sinusoids
that were added or multiplied to get a given graph.

Using This Chapter
Chapter 8 extends the study of trigonometric identities discussed
in Chapters 6 and 7. The grapher is a critical tool for this study of
composition of ordinates and harmonic analysis. The combined
verbal, graphical, and algebraic approach to the properties helps
students avoid the usual difficult experience with the harder
trigonometric identities.

Teaching Resources
Explorations
Exploration 8-2:

Cosine of a Difference Discovery

Exploration 8-2a: Linear Combination of Cosine and Sine
Exploration 8-2b: Composite Argument Property Proof
Exploration 8-4:

Sum or Product of Sinusoids with Unequal
Periods

Exploration 8-4a: Harmonic Analysis
Exploration 8-4b: Harmonic Analysis Practice
Exploration 8-4c: More Harmonic Analysis Practice
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Exploration 8-6a: Double Argument Properties
Exploration 8-7a: Algebraic Transformations

Blackline Masters
Sections 8-4, 8-5, and 8-7

Supplementary Problems
Sections 8-2 to 8-7

Assessment Resources
Test 21, Sections 8-1 to 8-3, Forms A and B
Test 22, Section 8-4, Forms A and B
Test 23, Chapter 8, Forms A and B

Technology Resources
Dynamic Precalculus Explorations
Linear Combination Property
Sinusoidal Sums and Products

Sketchpad Presentation Sketches
Sinusoidal Sum Present.gsp
Sinusoidal Product Present.gsp
Piano Present.gsp
Speed of Light Present.gsp
Sliders.gsp

Activities
Sketchpad: Sums of Sinusoidal Functions
Sketchpad: Products of Sinusoidal Functions
CAS Activity 8-2a: Linear Combinations of Sine and Cosine
CAS Activity 8-5a: Envelope Curves

Standard Schedule Pacing Guide
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Section
8-1

Introduction to Combinations of Sinusoids

8-2

Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties

8-3

Other Composite Argument Properties

8-4

Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis

8-5

The Sum and Product Properties

8-6

Double and Half Argument Properties

8-7

Chapter Review and Test

Suggested Assignment
1–8
RA, Q1–Q10, 1–15 odd, 16, 17
19–27 odd, (28), 29, 30, (31), (32), 33
RA, Q1–Q10, 1–9 odd, 10, 11–15 odd
14, 17–31 odd, 33, 36, (40)
RA, Q1–Q10, 1–3, 5
7–15 odd, (12)
RA, Q1–Q10, 1–25 odd, 29, 35
RA, Q1–Q10, 1–3, 5, 11–17 odd
7, 9, 19–43 odd
R0–R6, T1–T19
Problem Set 9-1

Block Schedule Pacing Guide
Day

Section

Suggested Assignment

1

8-2

Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties

RA, Q1–Q10, 1–33 every other odd

2

8-3

Other Composite Argument Properties

RA, Q1–Q10, 1–33 odd

3

8-4

Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis

RA, Q1–Q10, 1, 2, 3–15 odd

4

8-5

The Sum and Product Properties

RA, Q1–Q10, 1–25 odd, 29, 35

5

8-6

Double and Half Argument Properties

RA, Q1–Q10, 1–41 every other odd

6

8-7

Chapter Review

R0–R6, T1–T19

8-7

Chapter Test

9-1

Introduction to Oblique Triangles

7

Problem Set 9-1

Chapter 8 Interleaf
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Sec tion 8-1

Mathematical Overview
In Chapter 7 you learned the Pythagorean, quotient, and reciprocal
properties of the trigonometric functions. Each of these properties
involves functions of one argument. In this chapter you’ll learn
properties of functions in which different arguments appear. These
properties allow you to analyze more complicated periodic functions
that are sums or products of sinusoids. You’ll learn this in four ways.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time

1 day
__
2

Homework Assignment

GRAPHICALLY

Problems 1–8

y

TE ACH I N G

4

Section Notes
This exploratory problem set helps
students see that when two sinusoids
with the same period are added, the result
is another sinusoid with the same period
but with a different amplitude and phase
displacement. You can assign Section 8-1
for homework the night of the Chapter 7
test or as a group activity to be completed
in class. No classroom discussion is
needed before students begin the activity.

4

ALGEBRAICALLY

PRO B LE M N OTE S
1. The graphs match.
2. Period  360; Amplitude  5;
Phase displacement  55
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x


NUMERICALLY
VERBALLY

386

2

3

4

You can represent this graph as either a product of two sinusoids or a
sum (or difference) of two sinusoids.
y  4 sin x cos 20x

Differentiating Instruction
• Pass out the list of Chapter 8
vocabulary, available at
www.keypress.com/keyonline, for
ELL students to look up and translate
in their bilingual dictionaries.
• Make sure students understand the
mathematical meanings of frequency
and beat, which are used on the
opening page of the chapter.
• Exploratory Problem Set 8-1 is
language heavy; do not assign it as
homework after the Chapter Test for
ELL students.
• Go over the answer to Problem 8.

A variable-amplitude periodic function

or

y  2 sin 21x  2 sin 19x

If x  1, the y-value of either function equals 1.3735....

If the amplitude varies, the combined graph is a product of two
sinusoids or a sum of two sinusoids. For the product, the sinusoids have
much different periods. For the sum, they have nearly equal periods.
The sum and product properties can transform one expression to the
other. This property explains how AM radio and FM radio work.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

8 -1 Introduction to Combinations of Sinusoids
y
Music, like any other sound, is
5
transmitted by waves. A “pure” musical
note can be represented by a sine or
cosine graph. The frequency of the note

is represented by the period of the
360°
720°
graph, and the loudness of the note is
represented by the amplitude of the
graph. Figure 8-1a shows two musical
5
notes of the same frequency that are
Figure 8-1a
played at the same time, represented by
f1(V)  3 cos V (green) and f2(V)  4 sin V (magenta). The blue graph represents the
sound wave formed by adding these two sounds, f3(V)  3 cos V  4 sin V. In this
section you will explore this combined wave graph and show that it, too, is a
sinusoid.

Objective

Investigate graphs formed by sums of sines and cosines.

3. Amplitude 5 5;
Phase displacement 5 53.1301...;
Answers are reasonably close to
estimates.
4. The graphs of f3() and f4() are the
same.
5.

Problem 6 is not easy, and you might
want to mention this to your students.
The intention of this problem is partly
this realization and partly for students
to try to guess and note that simple
combinations won’t work. Students
might try to find the answer by reading
ahead, which would also be fine.
6.

Exploratory Problem Set 8-1
1. Plot the graphs of f1(V)  3 cos V,
f2(V)  4 sin V, and f3(V)  f1(V)  f2(V) on the
same screen. Do your graphs agree with the ones
in Figure 8-1a?
2. The graph of f3(V) in Problem 1 seems to be
a sinusoid. Estimate graphically its period,
amplitude, and phase displacement with respect
to y  cos x.
3. Find numerically the amplitude and phase
displacement of f3(V) by using the maximum
feature of your grapher to find the first high
point. Do the results confirm your estimates in
Problem 2?
4. Plot the sinusoid f4(V)  A cos(V  D),
where A and D are the amplitude and phase
displacement you found in Problem 3. Use a
different style for this graph so that you can
distinguish it from the graph of f3(V). Does the
graph of f3(V) really seem to be a sinusoid?

5. Make a table of values of f3(V) and f4(V) for
various values of V. Do the values confirm or
refute the conjecture that f3(V) is a sinusoid?

6. See if you can find the constants A and D in
Problem 4 algebraically, using the factors 3 and 4
from the equations for f1(V) and f2(V).

7. Substitute two different angle measures for V
and D and show that cos(V  D) does not equal
(cos V  cos D).
8. Based on your observation in Problem 7, what
property of multiplication and subtraction
does not apply to the operations cosine and
subtraction?

f3() 5 f4() for all 

D 5 53.1301...°; A 5 5

Problems 7 and 8 make the point that
cosine does not distribute over addition
and subtraction. Discussing this problem
in class will help students avoid this
common pitfall. Similar problems will
appear as homework in later sections.
p.
7. Let  5 p and D 5 __
2
p 5 0, but
Then cos( 2 D) 5 cos __
2
p
cos  2 cos D 5 cos p 2 cos __
2
521.
8.

Distributive

CAS Suggestions
1. Enter the expression
p
sin x  cos x  __
2  in your CAS.
Then graph f1(x)  sin x,
p
f2(x)  cos x  __
2 , and
f3(x)  f1(x)  f2(x).
Section 8-1: Introduction to Combinations of Sinusoids
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a. How do the graphs confirm the
algebraic CAS result?
b. Does the sum of these two
sinusoids, which have the same
period, appear to be a sinusoid?

See page 1015 for the answer to
CAS Problem 1.
Section 8-1: Introduction to Combinations of Sinusoids
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8 -2 Composite Argument and Linear

Sec tion 8-2

Combination Properties

PL AN N I N G

If you add two sinusoids such as f1(V)  3 sin V and f2(V)  4 sin V, you get another
sinusoid with amplitude equal to the sum of the two amplitudes (Figure 8-2a,
left side). These sinusoids are said to be in phase because their high and low points
occur at the same values of V.

Class Time
2 days

Homework Assignment

7
4
3

Day 1: RA, Q1–Q10, Problems 1–15 odd,
16, 17
Day 2: Problems 19–27 odd, (28), 29, 30,
(31), (32), 33



f1()  3 sin 

5
3

f3()  3 cos   4 sin 

360

In phase
Figure 8-2a

f1()  3 cos  f2()  4 sin 

If you add two sinusoids with the same period that are not in phase (Figure 8-2a,
right side), the result is also a sinusoid, with amplitude less than the sum, as you
found in Section 8-1. In this section you will learn algebraic ways to find the
amplitude and phase displacement of a linear combination of cosine and sine
having the same argument, that is, an equation in the form y  a cos V  b sin V.

Exploration 8-2: Cosine of a Difference
Discovery
Exploration 8-2a: Linear Combination of
Cosine and Sine
Exploration 8-2b: Composite Argument
Property Proof
Supplementary Problems

With the help of the composite argument property, by which you can express
cos(A  B) in terms of cosines and sines of A and B, you will prove that any linear
combination of cosine and sine with equal periods is another sinusoid with the
same period. This principle governs the sound produced by musical instruments.
Two instruments playing middle C produce the sound of middle C whether or not
the sound waves are in phase.

Technology Resources
Figure 8-2b: Linear Combination
Property

Objective

Exploration 8-2: Cosine of a
Difference Discovery

Derive a composite argument property expressing cos(
cos(A  B) in terms of
cosines and sines of A and B, and use it to express a linear combination of
cosine and sine as a single cosine with a phase displacement.
In this exploration you will write cos(x  y) in terms of cos x, cos y,
sin x, and sin y.

Exploration 8-2a: Linear
Combination of Cosine and Sine

E XPLOR ATION 8 -2: Cos i n e o f a D i f fe r e n c e D i s c ove r y

CAS Activity 8-2a: Linear
Combinations of Sine and Cosine

1. Prove by counterexample that the operation
cosine does not distribute over subtraction by
showing numerically that

TE ACH I N G

cos(58°  20°) u cos 58°  cos 20°
2. It is possible to write the exact value of
cos(58°  20°) using just cosines and sines of
58° and 20°.

Important Terms and Concepts
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Exploration Notes

Exploration 8-2 leads students to discover
the composite argument property for
cos(A 2 B). It begins with a numerical
example and then asks students to make
a conjecture about the property. You may
want to give your students some hints, as
the property is not obvious.
The exploration demonstrates the
relationship between the composite

388

y

360°

Teaching Resources

In phase
Linear combination
Composite argument property
Distance formula

y f3()  3 sin   4 sin 
f2()  4 sin 

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

58°
Let A  cos 58°.
Let B  cos 20°.
Let C  sin 58°.
Let D  sin 20°.
Store these values in your calculator
without rounding. By experimenting, find a
combination of these four values that gives
0.7880…, the value of cos(58°  20°).
continued

argument property for cos(A 2 B) and the
linear combination property of cosine and
sine. You could assign this activity before
showing the derivation of the property, or
you could use it as a review activity. Allow
15–20 minutes.
See page 392 for notes on additional
explorations.
1. cos(58° 2 20°) 5 cos 38°
5 0.7880...; cos 58° 2 cos 20°
5 0.5299... 2 0.9396... 5 20.4097...

Section Notes

EXPLORATION, continued
3. Make a conjecture: “If x and y are angle
measures, then cos(x  y)  ? .”

should be a linear combination of cos V and
sin V. That is,

4. Select several pairs of values for x and y and
test your conjecture. Does the conjecture work
for all the values? If not, go back and modify
your conjecture, and then try again.

f2(V)  b cos V  c sin V, where b and c stand
for constants

5. When you feel reasonably sure that your
conjecture is correct, write a sentence
explaining how you can write the cosine of the
difference of two angles in terms of the cosines
and sines of the angles. Start by writing “cosine
(first angle  second angle)  . . . .”
6. Apply the composite argument property in
Problem 5 to f1(V)  6 cos(V  70°). The result

7. Plot the graphs of f1(V) and f2(V) from
Problem 6 on the same screen. Use a window
with [90°, 450°] for x. Is f2(V) really a sinusoid
with amplitude 6 and phase displacement 70°
with respect to the parent cosine graph? How
can you tell?
8. What did you learn as a result of doing this
exploration that you did not know before?

Linear Combination Property
As you will prove in Problem 32, the graph
of y  3 cos V  4 sin V is a sinusoid that
you can express in the form
y  A cos(V  D)
v
A  
25 5
D
3

Figure 8-2b

4

u

where A is the amplitude and D is the
phase displacement with respect to
y  cos x. If you plot the graph and then
use the maximum feature on your
grapher, you will find that
A5

and

When you “mix” sound, the principles of linear
combination of sound waves apply.

D  53.1301…°

Actually, D is the angle in standard position with u  3 (the coefficient of cosine in
y  3 cos V  4 sin V) and v  4 (the coefficient of sine), as shown in
Figure 8-2b. You can see this relationship in the Linear Combination exploration at
www.keymath.com/precalc. Once you derive the composite argument property
mentioned in the objective, you can prove that the amplitude A is the length of
the hypotenuse of the reference triangle for angle D. You can find the length of
A by using the Pythagorean theorem and the measure of angle D by finding the
arctangent.
_______

A  q3  4  5
4  53.1301...°  180°n  53.1301... ° Choose n  0 so that D
D  arctan __
3
terminates in Quadrant I.
2

2

So y  5 cos(V  53.1301…°) is equivalent to y  3 cos V  4 sin V. The graphical
solution confirms this.
Section 8-2: Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties

2. cos(58°  20°)
 cos 58° cos 20°  sin 58° sin 20°
3.

cos(x  y)  cos x cos y  sin x sin y

4.

The conjecture should work.

5. cosine(first angle  second angle)
 cosine(first angle)  cosine(second angle)
 sine(first angle)  sine(second angle)
6. f1(u)  6 cos 70° cos u  6 sin 70° sin u, 
f2(u)  2.0521... cos u  5.6381... sin u
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7. Yes; It has its first maximum at (70, 6)
rather than at (0, 1); otherwise its shape is
the same as the parent cosine graph.
y

In this section, students learn to express
a linear combination of cosine and sine
with the same period as a single cosine
with a phase displacement. They also
learn a composite argument property
for expressing cos(A 2 B) in terms of
cosines and sines of A and B. If you plan
to cut back on material in this chapter,
the composite argument property for
cosine is more important than the
linear combinations of cosine and sine
property. If you teach the entire section,
it is recommended that you spend two
days on this section. Cover Example 1 on
the first day and the remaining examples
on the second day.
The section opens by revisiting the
function y 5 3 cos  1 4 sin  from
Section 8-1. In that section, students
observed that the graph appears to
be a sinusoid. The text explains that
the function is indeed a sinusoid and
demonstrates a technique for writing it
in the form y 5 A cos( 2 D).
Example 1 applies the technique to a
different linear combination of sine and
cosine. When you present this example,
emphasize the importance of making a
sketch to determine the quadrant for D.
The property box following Example 1
summarizes the technique used in the
example. Emphasize to students that
the property applies only to linear
combinations in which the sine and
cosine have equal periods. (Section 8-4
covers linear combinations of sinusoids
with different periods.) Students will
derive the property in Problem 32,
after they have learned the composite
argument property for cos(A 2 B).

6
�
90°
�6

8.

Answers will vary.

Section 8-2: Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties
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Section Notes (continued)
In Section 8-1, students observed
that cos(A 2 B) is not equal to
cos A 2 cos B. The example in the book
shows that although cos(58 2 20)
 cos 58 2 cos 20, it is possible to
express cos(58 2 20) exactly in terms of
cosines and sines of 58 and 20. The text
then shows a derivation of the composite
argument property for cos(A 2 B). If
you want students to work through the
derivation on their own, you can assign
Exploration 8-2b.

EXAMPLE 1 P Express y  8 cos V  3 sin V as a single cosine with a phase displacement.
SOLUTION

Sketch angle D in standard position with u  8 and v  3 (the coefficients of
cosine and sine, respectively), as shown in Figure 8-2c.
__________

3 20.5560... °  180°n
D  arctan ___
3

73


D

8

8

u

 159.4439... °

Figure 8-2c

P

PROPERTY: Linear Combination of Cosine and Sine with
Equal Periods
b cos x  c sin x  A cos(x  D)
where

_______

D  arctan __c
b
The quadrant for D arctan _bc depends on the signs of b and c and may be
determined by sketching angle D in standard position. The length of the
hypotenuse of the reference triangle is A.
A qb 2  c 2

and

Composite Argument Property for Cosine (A  B)
In Exploration 8-2, you found by counterexample that the cosine function does not
distribute over addition or subtraction:
cos(58°  20°)  cos 38°  0.7880…
cos 58°  cos 20°  0.5299…  0.9396…  0.4097…
; cos(58°  20°) u cos 58°  cos 20°
However, you can express cos(58°  20°) exactly in terms of sines and cosines of
58° and 20°. The result is
cos(58°  20°)  cos 58° cos 20°  sin 58° sin 20°

Both sides equal 0.7880....

Next you’ll see how to generalize the results for any angles A and B. The left side of
Figure 8-2d shows angles A and B in standard position and shows their difference,
angle (A  B). The coordinates of the points at which the sides of angle (A  B)
cut the unit circle are

From this matrix you can read the
formulas for both cos(A 1 B) and
sin(A 1 B):

(cos A, sin A)

cos(A 1 B) 5 cos A cos B 2 sin A sin B
sin(A 1 B) 5 sin A cos B 1 cos A sin B

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Find D using the definition of
arctangent.

; y  q73 cos(V  159.4439... °)

The product is


cos A cos B 2 sin A sin B
RA1B5           
     
sin A cos B 1 cos A sin B

390

Find A by the Pythagorean theorem.

Choose n  1 to place D in the
correct quadrant.

___

If your students studied multiplication
and rotation of matrices in secondyear algebra, you can show them how
to derive formulas for cos(A 1 B) and
sin(A 1 B) quickly and elegantly. On a
unit circle, mark a point (cos A, sin A),
and write the point as a 2 3 1 matrix


cos A
RA       
sin A
Left-multiplying by the matrix


cos B 2sin B
        

  
sin B cos B
rotates by an angle B.

To get the formula for cos(A 2 B), just
rewrite it as cos(A 1 (2B)) and apply the
formula, remembering that sine is an odd
function and cosine is an even function.

___

A  q(8) 2  3 2  q73

v
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and

(cos B, sin B)

v

v
(cos A, sin A)
sin A  sin B

d

1

(cos A, sin A)

(cos B, sin B)

AB
A
1
B
1

d

(cos B, sin B)
cos A  cos B

u

u

Figure 8-2d

The chord between the initial and terminal points has length d, which can be
calculated by the Pythagorean theorem. As shown on the right side of Figure 8-2d,
d is the hypotenuse of a right triangle with side lengths (cos A  cos B) and
(sin A  sin B). You may recall this as the distance formula from earlier courses
you have taken.
d 2  (cos A  cos B) 2  (sin A sin B) 2

By the Pythagorean theorem.

 cos A  2 cos A cos B  cos B  sin A  2 sin A sin B  sin 2 B
2

2

2

Expand the squares.

 (cos 2 A  sin 2 A)  (cos 2 B  sin 2 B)  2 cos A cos B  2 sin A sin B
Commute and associate
the squared terms.



 1  1  2 cos A cos B  2 sin A sin B

Use the Pythagorean property
for cosine and sine.

; d 2  2  2 cos A cos B  2 sin A sin B
Now consider Figure 8-2e, which shows angle (A  B) rotated into standard
position. The coordinates of the terminal and initial points of the angle in this
position are
(cos(A  B), sin(A  B))

and

When you state the composite argument
properties in this and future sections, it
is helpful for students if you state it in
words. For instance, you might verbalize
the composite argument property for
cos(A 2 B) as “Cosine of first (angle)
minus second (angle) equals cosine of
first times cosine of second plus sine of
first times sine of second.” In addition to
helping students remember the property
as a procedure, this gives them flexibility
to substitute expressions besides A and B
for “first” and “second.”
In Example 2, the composite argument
property for cos(A 2 B) is used
to express a cosine with a phase
displacement as the sum of a cosine and
a sine with equal periods. Example 3
shows how the linear combination
property can be used to solve certain
trigonometric equations algebraically.
Again, emphasize the importance of
making a sketch.
When you complete this section,
consider giving a quiz.

(1, 0)

v

Differentiating Instruction
(cos(A  B), sin(A  B))
1
AB
1

d
(1, 0)

u

Figure 8-2e

Section 8-2: Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties
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• Go over the introduction to Section 8-2
with students.
• Give students a quiz in which they
must write out the words of each
composite argument property.
This will help them remember the
mathematical concepts.
• Have students do Exploration 8-2 in
pairs, as it is language heavy.
• Students should enter the property on
page 390 into their journals, first by
copying it and then by expressing it in
their own words.
• As you discuss Example 3, be aware
that some students may have been
taught that radical denominators must
be rationalized.
• Do Problem 32 as a class activity.

Section 8-2: Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties
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Additional Exploration Notes

The chord still has length d. By the distance formula and subsequent algebra,
d 2  [cos(A  B)  1] 2  [sin(A  B)  0] 2

Exploration 8-2a can be used as a guided
discovery exercise to teach students
the linear combination property on the
second day of instruction, or as a review
sheet or a quiz. Allow about 20 minutes.

Expand the squares.

 [cos (A  B) sin (A  B)] 1  2 cos(A  B)
2

Associate the square terms.

; d  2  2 cos(A  B)
Equate the two expressions for d to get

2  2 cos(A  B)  2  2 cos A cos B  2 sin A sin B
 2 cos(A  B)  2 cos A cos B  2 sin A sin B
cos(A  B)  cos A cos B  sin A sin B
This is the property that was illustrated by numerical example with A  58° and
B  20°.

PROPERTY: Composite Argument Property for cos(A – B)
cos(A  B) cos A cos B  sin A sin B
Verbally: Cosine of the difference of two angles is equal to cosine of first
angle times cosine of second angle, plus sine of first angle times sine of
second angle.

Cosine of first minus second is
cosine first times cosine second
plus sine first times sine second.

Figure 8-2b: Linear Combination
Property is demonstrated in the
Dynamic Precalculus Exploration
at www.keymath.com/precalc.
The sketch shows that 3 cos x 1
4 sin x is a sinusoidal wave, and
students are asked to estimate the
amplitude and phase displacement.

EXAMPLE 2 P
SOLUTION

Express 7 cos(
cos(V  23°) as a linear combination of cos V and sin V.
7 cos(V  23°)  7(cos V cos 23°  sin V sin 23°)
Apply the composite argument property.

 7 cos V cos 23°  7 sin V sin 23°
 (7 cos 23°)cos V  (7 sin 23°)sin V

Exploration 8-2 asks students to
write cos(A 2 B) in terms of cos A,
cos B, sin A, and sin B. Using
Sketchpad for graphing can greatly
enhance this exploration.
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Use the Pythagorean property.
2
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2

2

Exploration 8-2b guides students through
a derivation of the composite argument
property for cos(A 2 B). You could
assign this activity as an alternative to
presenting the derivation to the class.
When students have completed the
activity, be sure to discuss the results
with them. You could also assign this
exploration as a homework assignment to
follow up Exploration 8-2. Allow 10–15
minutes if you are doing the activity in
class.

Exploration 8-2a in the Instructor’s
Resource Book asks students to
write linear combinations
y 5 b cos  1 c sin  as
y 5 A cos( 2 D).
Using Sketchpad for graphing can
greatly enhance this exploration.

 cos 2(A  B)  2 cos(A  B) 1 sin 2(A  B)



Associate the constant factors.

; 7 cos(V  23°)  6.4435... cos V  2.7351... sin V
A linear combination of cos V and sin V.
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CAS Activity 8-2a: Linear
Combinations of Sine and Cosine
in the Instructor's Resource Book
extends the linear combinations of
sine and cosine property to include
translations, and analyzes the effects
of those transformation. Students
need access to a TI-Nspire CAS or
a CAS which allows for the use of
sliders to complete this activity. Allow
20–25 minutes.

P

CAS Suggestions

Algebraic Solution of Equations

The tExpand and tCollect commands
are very useful when working with
trigonometric identities. The tExpand
command expands a trigonometric
function, while, inversely, the tCollect
command puts the trigonometric
expression in its most compact form. The
figure shows these commands applied
to the composite argument property for
cos(A 2 B).

You can use the linear combination property to solve certain trigonometric
equations algebraically.

EXAMPLE 3 P Solve 2 cos x  3 sin x  2 for x [ [2Q, 2Q]. Verify the solution graphically.
2 cos x  3 sin x  2

SOLUTION

Transform the left side, 2 cos x  3 sin x, into the form A cos(x  D). Start by
drawing angle D in standard position (Figure 8-2f).

v

___________

3

Write the given equation.

D

___

A  q(2) 2  (3) 2  q13
Use the Pythagorean theorem to calculate A.
3
___
0.9827...  Qn  2.1587...
D  arctan
2

u

2

Use n  1 for the proper arctangent value.

___

; q13 cos(x  2.1587...) 2

Figure 8-2f

Rewrite the equation using A cos(x  D).

2___
cos(x  2.1587...) _____
q13

2___
x  2.1587...  arccos @_____
q13

x  2.1587...  0.9827...  2Qn
Rewrite the equation and evaluate the arccosine.

x  3.1415...  2Qn

or

1.1760...  2Qn

Evaluate 2.1587...  0.9827... and 2.1587...  0.9827.

x  5.1071..., 3.1415..., 1.1760..., 3.1415...

Students can use the tExpand command
to find the results of Example 2.

Pick values of n to get x in the domain.

Figure 8-2g shows the graph of y  2 cos x  3 sin x and the line y  2. Note
that the graph is a sinusoid, as you discovered algebraically while solving the
equation. By using the intersect feature, you can see that the four solutions
are correct and that they are the only solutions in the domain [2Q, 2Q].___The
graph also shows the phase displacement 2.1587… and the amplitude q13 ,
approximately 3.6.

13


4

y

1
6

6

x

2.1587...
4
Figure 8-2g

P
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PRO B LE M N OTE S

Problem Set 8-2
Reading Analysis

Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.

From what you have read in this section, what do you
consider to be the main idea? Explain how you know
that the cosine function does not distribute over
subtraction, and tell what the cosine of the difference
of two angles does equal in terms of functions of the
two angles. What does this property allow you to
prove about a linear combination of two sinusoids
with equal periods?

Q1. sec x 5 1 1 tan x
1
Q2. csc x 5 ____
sin x
cos x
Q3. cot x 5 _____
sin x
Q4. Yes
2

2

5m

Q5. Yes (for x  90n)

1__
No
Q7. ____
2
1__
Q8. ____
3
Q9. 60, 300, 420
Q10. (x 2 6)(x 1 1)
Problems 1–16 give students practice
applying the linear combination
property.
Problems 1–12 can be solved in a
single step using the tCollect command.
y 5 13 cos( 2 22.6198...)

2.

y 5 5 cos( 2 36.8698...)

4. y 5 17 cos( 2 151.9275...)

1. y  12 cos V  5 sin V

____

5.

y 5 185 cos( 2 233.9726...)

6.

y 5 149 cos( 2 235.0079...)

2. y  4 cos V  3 sin V

____

3. y  7 cos V  24 sin V

__

__

9.

y 5 2 cos( 2 30)

8. y  cos V  sin V
__

9. y  q3 cos V  sin V
__

__

12. y  5 cos x  12 sin x (radian mode)
13. Confirm by graphing that your answer to
Problem 1 is correct.
14. Confirm by graphing that your answer to
Problem 2 is correct.
15. Express the circular function
y  cos 3x  sin 3x as a single cosine with a
phase displacement. What effect does the 3 have
on your work?

M. C. Escher’s Rippled Surface shows the reflection of
branches in the water waves, which have a sinusoidal pattern.
(M. C. Escher’s Rippled Surface © 2006 Cordon Art
B.V.-Baarn-Holland. All rights reserved.)

5. y  8 cos V  11 sin V

y 5 5 cos(x 2 2.2142...)

12. y 5 13 cos(x 2 4.3175...)
13.
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y
10
�
180�

360�

�10

14.

5

y

�
180�
�5
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360�

__

11. y  3 cos x  4 sin x (radian mode)

10. y 5 4 cos( 2 15)
11.

__

10. y  (q6  q2 ) cos V  (q6  q2 ) sin V
Is the result surprising?

4. y  15 cos V  8 sin V

7. y 5 62 cos( 2 315)
y 5 2 cos( 2 315)

Quick Review

7. y  6 cos V  6 sin V

For Problems 1–12, write the linear combination
of cosine and sine as a single cosine with a phase
displacement.

3. y 5 25 cos( 2 106.2602...)

8.

in

Q1. State the Pythagorean property for secant and
tangent.
Q2. State the reciprocal property for cosecant.
Q3. State the quotient property for cotangent in
terms of sine and cosine.
Q4. Is cos 2 x  1  sin 2 x an identity?
Q5. Is cot x tan x  1 an identity?
Q6. Is cos x sin x  1 an identity?
Q
Q7. Find the exact value (no decimals) of cos __
4 .
Q8. Find the exact value (no decimals) of tan 30°.
Q9. Find the first three positive angles for
V  arccos 0.5.
Q10. Factor: x 2  5x  6

Q6.

1.

6. y  7 cos V  10 sin V
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In Problem 15, the horizontal
compression changes only the variable term
inside the phase-shifted cosine function.
Algebraically, this could be understood by
substituting 3x for __ in the equation
p
cos   sin   2 cos   __
4 .
Although the algebraic forms of these
equations are nearly identical, the phase
shifts may not be equivalent. Algebraically,
2p
the phase shift is found to be ___
after the
4
coefficient of the argument is factored out.
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__
p
15. y 5 2 cos 3x 2 __
4
The 3 has no effect on the work.

16. Figure 8-2h shows a cosine graph and a sine
graph. Find equations for these two sinusoids.
Then find an equation for the sum of the
two sinusoids as a single cosine with a phase
displacement. Verify your answers by plotting
the equations on your grapher.
y

x

__

y 5 53 cos  1 5 sin 

19.

y

cos 2V  cos 5V cos 3V  sin 5V sin 3V
10

Use the result to solve this equation for
V [ [0°, 360°]:

�
180�

cos 5V cos 3V  sin 5V sin 3V  0.3
28. Musical Note Problem: The Nett sisters, Cora and
Clara, are in a band. Each is playing the note A.
Their friend Tom is standing at a place where the
notes arrive exactly a quarter cycle out of phase.
If x is time, in seconds, the function equations for
Cora’s and Clara’s notes are

5

8

27. Use the composite argument property to show
that this equation is an identity:

360�

�10

__

20. y 5 10 cos  1 103 sin 
y
10

Cora: y  100 cos 440Qx

�
180�

Clara: y 150 sin 440Qx

360�

�10
Figure 8-2h

17. Prove by counterexample that cosine does
not distribute over subtraction. That is,
give a numerical example to show that
cos(A  B) u cos A  cos B.

19. y  10 cos(V  30°). Confirm graphically that
your answer is correct.
20. y  20 cos(V  60°). Confirm graphically that
your answer is correct.
21. y  5 cos(3V  150°)
22. y  8 cos(2V  120°)
For Problems 23–26, solve the equation algebraically.
Use the domain x [ [0, 2Q] or V [ [0°, 360°].
23. 5 cos V  7 sin V  3
24. 2 cos x  5 sin x  4
25. 8 cos x  3 sin x  5

a. The sound Tom hears is the sum of Cora’s
and Clara’s sound waves. Write an equation
for this sound as a single cosine with a phase
displacement.
b. The amplitudes 100 and 150 measure the
loudness of the two notes Cora and Clara are
playing. Is this statement true or false? “Tom
hears a note 250 units loud, the sum of 100 and
150.” Explain how you arrived at your answer.
c. The frequency of the note A being played
by Cora and Clara is 220 cycles per second.
Explain how you can figure this out from the
two equations. Is this statement true or false?
“The note Tom hears also has a frequency of
220 cycles per second.”

26. 7 cos V  4 sin V  6
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px 1 2 sin __
px
3 cos __
4
4
___
p
__
5 13 cos x 2 0.5880... 
4
16.

y
3
x
8

y 5 22.53 cos 3 1 2.5 sin 3

22.

y 5 24 cos 2 1 43 sin 2

__

Problems 23–26 are similar to Example 3.

18. Make a table of values to show numerically that
cos(A  B)  cos A cos B  sin A sin B.
For Problems 19–22, express each equation as a linear
combination of cosine and sine.

__

21.
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p. Then
17. Consider A 5 p and B 5 __
2
p
__
cos(A 2 B) 5 cos 5 0, but cos A 2 cos B
2
p5
5 cos p 2 cos __
21.
2
Problems 19–22 give students practice
applying the composite argument property
for cos(A 2 B ).

Problems 23-26 can be solved using
a Solve command with appropriate
restrictions. The Additional CAS
Problems provide alternate ways to ask
questions that require more in-depth
thinking before students use a CAS.
23.

 5 124.0518... or 344.8727...

24.

x 5 1.9238... or 0.4567...

25. x 5 4.4460... or 2.5547...
26.

 5 12.1639... or 288.3462...

Consider asking students who
use Boolean logic to determine whether
problems such as Problem 27 are
identities and either prove the identity or
provide a counterexample to disprove it.
27. cos 2 5 cos(5 2 3)
5 cos 5 cos 3 1 sin 5 sin 3;
 5 36.2711..., 143.7288..., 216.2711...,
323.7288...
28a.

___

y 5 5013 cos(440px 20.9827...)

28b. False:
___
amplitude 5 5013 5 180.2775...
1 440p
28c. True: 220 5 ___
2p 

Problems 19–22 can be solved in a
single step using the tExpand command.
See page 1015 for answers to
Problem 18.
Section 8-2: Composite Argument and Linear Combination Properties
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Problem Notes (continued)

Problems 29 and 30 prepare you for the next section.

Problem 29 requires students to use the
composite argument property to prove
the cofunction property for cosines and
sines. The cofunction properties will be
used in Section 8-3 to derive composite
argument properties.

29. Cofunction Property for Cosines and Sines
Problem:
a. Show that cos 70°  sin 20°.
b. Use the composite argument property and the
definition of complementary angles to show in
general that cos(90°  V)  sin V.
c. What does the prefix co- mean in the name
cosine?

29a. cos 70 5 0.3420... 5 sin 20

29c.

b. You can write cos(54°) as cos(0°  54°). Use
the composite argument property to show
algebraically that cos(V)  cos V.
c. Recall that functions with the property
f (x)  f (x) are called even functions. Show
why this name is picked by letting f (x) x 6
and showing that f (x)  f (x).

Problem 30 leads students to use the
composite argument property to show
algebraically that cos(2) 5 cos . This
idea will be used in Section 8-3 to derive
more composite argument properties.
30a.

31. Composite Argument Property Derivation
Problem: Derive the property
cos(A  B)  cos A cos B  sin A sin B

cos(254) 5 0.5877... 5 cos 54

A cos(V  D)
 (A cos D) cos V  (A sin D) sin V
b. Let A cos D  b, and let A sin D  c. Square
both sides of each equation to get
A 2 sin 2 D  c 2

a. Show that cos(54°)  cos 54°.

Co- means “complementary.”

a. Use the composite argument property to show
that

A 2 cos 2 D  b 2

30. Even Property of Cosine Problem:

29b. cos(90 2 )
5 cos 90 cos  1 sin 90 sin 
5 0 • cos  1 1 • sin  5 sin 

32. Linear Combination of Cosine and Sine
Derivation Problem: In this problem you’ll see
how to prove the linear combination property.

Explain why A 2  b 2 c 2.
b
c
c. Explain why D  arccos __
and D  arcsin __
,
A
A
and thus why D  arctan _bc .

33. Journal Problem: Update your journal with
what you have learned since the last entry.
In particular, explain what the composite
argument property is and how you can use it to
prove that a sum of cosine and sine with equal
periods is a single cosine with the same period
and a phase displacement.

Try to do this on your own, looking at the text
only long enough to get yourself started again if
you get stuck.

30b. cos(0 2 )
5 cos 0 cos  1 sin 0 sin 
5 1 • cos  1 0 • sin  5 cos 
30c. For any even integer 2n,
(2x)2n 5 x 2n.
31.

See the derivation on pages 391–392.

Problem 32 leads students through a
derivation of the linear combination
property. You may prefer to substitute
Exploration 8-2b.
32a. A cos( 2 D)
5 A(cos  cos D 1 sin  sin D)
5 A cos  cos D  A sin  sin D
5 (A cos D)cos  1 (A sin D)sin 
32b. b 2 1 c 2 5 A2 cos2 D 1 A2 sin2 D
5 A2(cos2 D 1 sin2 D) 5 A2  1 5 A2
b
32c. A cos D 5 b ⇒ cos D 5 __
A
b
⇒ D 5 arccos __;
A
c
A sin D 5 c ⇒ sin D 5 __
A
c
__
⇒ D 5 arcsin ;
A
c 5 _______
A sin D 5 tan D ⇒ D 5 arctan __c
__
b A cos D
b
33. Journal entries will vary.
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1. The graph of
f(x) 5 b  cos(x) 1 c  sin(x)
has an amplitude of 10. What are the
values of b and c if c 5 b 1 3?

See page 1015 for answers to
CAS Problems 1 and 2.
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Additional CAS Problems
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2. What are possible coefficients of the
sine and cosine functions in a linear
combination of sine and cosine functions
of equal periods whose combination had
an amplitude of 4.5 and a maximum at
 5 20?

8 -3 Other Composite Argument Properties

Sec tion 8-3

In Section 8-2, you used the composite argument property for cosine to show that
a linear combination of cosine and sine with equal periods is a single cosine with
the same period but with a different amplitude and a phase displacement. In this
section you’ll learn composite argument properties for sine and tangent involving
(A  B) as well as (A  B). You’ll learn the cofunction properties and odd–even
function properties that allow you to derive these new composite argument
properties quickly from cos(A  B).

Objective

PL AN N I N G
Class Time
2 days

Homework Assignment

For trigonometric functions f, derive and learn properties for
t f (x)
( in terms of f (x)
Q
x in terms of functions of x
t f (90°  V) in terms of functions of V, or f @__
2
t f (A  B) and f (A  B) in terms of functions of A and functions of B

Day 1: RA, Q1–Q10, Problems 1–9 odd,
10, 11–15 odd
Day 2: Problems 14, 17–31 odd, 33, 36,
(40)

Teaching Resources

The Odd–Even Properties

Supplementary Problems
Test 21, Sections 8-1 to 8-3,
Forms A and B

If you take the functions of opposite angles or arcs, interesting patterns emerge.
sin(20°)  0.3420…

and

sin 20°  0.3420…

cos(20°)  0.9396…

and

cos 20°  0.9396…

tan(20°)  0.3639…

and

tan 20°  0.3639…

TE ACH I N G
Important Terms and Concepts

These numerical examples illustrate the fact that sine and tangent are odd
functions and cosine is an even function. Figure 8-3a shows graphically why these
properties apply for any value of V.
y

y

y
tan 

cos()  cos 

sin 







sin 










Section Notes

tan 
sin()  sin 

cos()  cos 

tan()  tan 

Figure 8-3a

The reciprocals of the functions have the same parity (oddness or evenness) as the
original functions.
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Odd–even properties
Parity
Complementary
Cofunction properties
Composite argument properties
Triple argument properties
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This section introduces a host of new
trigonometric properties. Thankfully,
students do not need to memorize all of
them because they can use the duality
property of trigonometric functions
(Section 7-2, Problem 13) to figure out
the rest.
The odd–even properties are important
in this course and in calculus. Students
were introduced to even and odd
functions in Section 1-6. Remind them
that an even function is a function for
which f(2x) 5 f(x) for all x in the domain
and that even functions are symmetric
with respect to the y-axis. Present some
examples, such as y 5 x2, y 5 3x4 1 x2,
and y 5 | x | . Then remind students that
an odd function is a function for which
f(2x) 5 2f(x). Odd functions have point
symmetry with respect to the origin.

Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties
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Section Notes (continued)

PROPERTIES: Odd and Even Functions

Present examples of odd functions,
such as y 5 x and y 5 x3 . Then use the
examples and graphs and Figure 8-3a to
help explain why cosine is even, whereas
sine and tangent are odd. Also explain
that a reciprocal of a function has the
same parity as the function.

Cosine and its reciprocal are even functions. That is,
cos(x)  cos x

sec(x)  sec x

and

Sine and tangent, and their reciprocals, are odd functions. That is,
sin(x)  sin x

and

csc(x)  csc x

tan(x)  tan x

and

cot(x)  cot x

The Cofunction Properties:
Q
 x
Functions of (90°  V) or @__
2

Discuss the cofunction properties
with students. Although 12 properties
are presented, tell students they need
to memorize only a quarter of these.
Because trigonometric and circular
functions exhibit the same properties,
the number of properties is cut from
twelve to six. Using the dual properties
for trigonometric functions reduces these
six properties to three. Students should
learn the properties for cos , cot , and
csc .

The angles 20° and 70° are complementary angles because they sum to 90°. (The
word comes from “complete,” because the two angles complete a right angle.) The
angle 20° is the complement of 70°, and the angle 70° is the complement of 20°.
An interesting pattern shows up if you take the function and the cofunction of
complementary angles.
cos 70°  0.3420…

and

sin 20°  0.3420…

cot 70°  0.3639…

and

tan 20°  0.3639…

csc 70°  1.0641…

and

sec 20°  1.0641…

You can verify these patterns by using the right triangle definitions of the
trigonometric functions. Figure 8-3b shows a right triangle with acute angles that
measure 70° and 20°. The opposite leg for 70° is the adjacent leg for 20°.
b

a
70
c

20°

Figure 8-3b

adjacent leg a
cos 70°  __________  __
hypotenuse c

and

opposite leg a
sin 20°  __________  __
hypotenuse c

; cos 70°  sin 20°
The prefix co- in the names cosine, cotangent, and cosecant comes from the word
complement. In general, the cosine of an angle is the sine of the complement of that
angle. The same property is true for cotangent and cosecant, as you can verify with
the help of Figure 8-3b.
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The cofunction properties are true regardless of the measure of the angle or arc.
For instance, if V is 234°, then the complement of V is 90° 234°, or 144°.
cos 234°  0.5877...

and

sin(90°  234°)  sin(144°)  0.5877...
; cos 234°  sin(90°  234°)
Note that it doesn’t matter which of the two angles you consider to be “the angle”
and which you consider to be “the complement.” It is just as true, for example, that
sin 20°  cos(90° 20°)
The cofunction properties of the trigonometric functions are summarized
verbally as
The cosine of an angle equals the sine of the complement of that angle.
The cotangent of an angle equals the tangent of the complement of that angle.
The cosecant of an angle equals the secant of the complement of that angle.

PROPERTIES: Cofunction Properties of Trigonometric Functions
When working with degrees:
cos V  sin(90 V)

and

Example 1 uses the composite argument
property for sin(A  B) to solve an
equation algebraically. Reinforce that
answers generated algebraically are exact.
Students can use the trace and intersect
features on their graphers to verify their
solutions.

sin V  cos(90 V)

cot V  tan(90 V)

and

tan V  cot(90 V)

csc V  sec(90 V)

and

sec V  csc(90 V)

When working with radians:
Qx
cos x  sin@__
2
Qx
cot x  tan@__
2
Q
__
csc x  sec@ x
2

and
and
and

The odd–even and cofunction properties,
along with the composite argument
property for cos(A  B), can be used to
derive the remaining five composite
argument properties. Keeping the
formulas straight is a formidable
task. Advise students to focus on
understanding the derivations rather
than memorizing the formulas. Point out
that if they memorize the formula for
cos(A  B) and learn the odd–even and
cofunction properties, they will be able
to derive the other formulas when they
need them. Some students may also want
to memorize the formula for tan(A  B),
as its derivation is rather tricky.

Qx
sin x  cos@__
2
Qx
tan x  cot@__
2
Q
__
sec x  csc@ x
2

Consider giving a quiz when you
complete this section.

y
sin O = —
z = cos (90° – O)
90° – O
z
O

y
x

Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties
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Differentiating Instruction

The Composite Argument Property for cos(A  B)

• Make sure students understand that
compliment and complement are two
different words.
• Many ELL students will be able to read
Section 8-3 independently.
• Have students enter the properties
on page 398 into their journals both
symbolically and verbally.
• Give a quiz in which students must
express the properties of odd and even
functions in words.
• Because of the language, Problem 9
should probably be done as a class
activity.
• Problems 21 and 33 should be done as
a class activity to provide a model for
students to follow.
• Problems 39 and 41 are language heavy
and should be done as a class activity.

You can write the cosine of a sum of two angles in terms of functions of those two
angles. You can transform the cosine of a sum to a cosine of a difference with some
insightful algebra and the odd–even properties.
cos(A  B)
  cos[A  (B)]

Change the sum to a difference.

  cos A cos(B) sin A sin(B)

Use the composite argument property
for cos( first second).

  cos A cos B sin A(sin B)

Cosine is an even function. Sine is an
odd function.

  cos A cos B sin A sin B
; cos(A  B) cos A cos B sin A sin B
The only difference between this property and the one for cos(A  B) is the sign
between the terms on the right side of the equation.

The Composite Argument Properties
for sin(A  B) and sin(A  B)
You can derive composite argument properties for sin(A  B) with the help of the
cofunction property.
sin(A  B)  cos[90°  (A  B)]

Transform into a cosine using the
cofunction property.

  cos[(90°  A)  B]

Distribute the minus sign, then
associate (90°  A).

  cos(90°  A) cos B  sin(90°  A) sin B

Use the composite argument
property for cos( first  second).

  sin A cos B  cos A sin B

Use the cofunction property the
other way around.

; sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B

)
(  )
) s (second ) – sin (firs
cos [(90° – A) + B ]= cos( firs
first second
The composite argument property for sin(A  B) is
sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
You can derive it by writing sin(A  B) as sin[A  (B)] and using the same
reasoning as for cos(A  B).

The Composite Argument Properties
for tan(A  B) and tan(A  B)
You can write the tangent of a composite argument in terms of tangents of the two
angles. This requires factoring out a “common” factor that isn’t actually there!
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sin(A  B)
tan(A  B)  __________
cos(A  B)

Use the quotient property for tangent to
“bring in” sines and cosines.

sin A cos B cos A sin B
 _____________________
cos A cos B sin A sin B

Use the composite argument properties
for sin(A  B) and cos(A  B).

sin A cos B
cos A sin B
 _______
cos A cos B @_______
cos A cos B
cos A cos B
 ____________________________
cos
A
cos
B
sin
A sin B
cos A cos B @________
 ________
cos A cos B
cos A cos B

Factor out (cos A cos B) in the
numerator and denominator to put
cosines in the minor denominators.

sin A
sin B
____
 ____
cos B
cos A
  ___________
sin A sin B
_______
1  cos A cos B

Cancel all common factors.

tan A  tan B
 ______________
1  tan A tan B
tan A tan B
;tan(A  B)  _____________
1 tan A tan B

Use the quotient property to get
only tangents.

CAS Suggestions
Assuming the given angle is not an
integer multiple of 15 or 22.5, the
TI-Nspire CAS will always return an
equivalent trigonometric function with
a positive argument (0    45) by
employing the even function property
of cosine, the odd function property of
sine, reference angles, and the cofunction
properties.

cos A cos B   s B = cos A co sin A cos B
sin A cos B =—
—
cos A cos B
cos A cos B
Multiply by 1

Associate the lower cos A cos B
with sin A cos B

You can derive the composite argument property for tan(A  B) by writing
tan(A  B) as tan[A  (B)] and then using the fact that tangent is an odd
function. The result is
tan A  tan B
tan(A  B)  _____________
1  tan A tan B
This box summarizes the composite argument properties for cosine, sine, and
tangent. As with the composite argument properties for cos(A  B) and
cos(A  B), notice that the signs between the terms change when you compare
sin(A  B) and sin(A  B) or tan(A  B) and tan(A  B).

This is an excellent opportunity to
employ a CAS in the classroom as an
exploration tool. After a few minutes,
most students’ groups should be able
to discover the cofunction and other
properties just from observing the CAS
results. If they have difficulty finding the
patterns, suggest restricting their angles
to those in Quadrants I and II before
expanding their hypotheses to all angles.

PROPERTIES: Composite Argument Properties for Cosine, Sine,
and Tangent
cos(A  B)  cos A cos B  sin A sin B
cos(A  B)  cos A cos B  sin A sin B
sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B

All of the even and odd properties on
page 398 appear immediately on a CAS,
with the secant, cosecant, and cotangent
functions appearing in their reciprocal
forms. It may be helpful for students to
use a CAS to verify the even and odd
relationships and to reinforce the earlier
reciprocal definitions.

sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
tan A  tan B
tan(A  B)  _____________
1  tan A tan B
tan A  tan B
tan(A  B)  _____________
1  tan A tan B

Algebraic Solution of Equations
You can use the composite argument properties to solve certain trigonometric
equations algebraically.
Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties
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When using a CAS, be sure to discuss
the underlying mathematics. Students
should understand where their results
are coming from before relying on
technology for quick results.

Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties
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EXAMPLE 1 P Solve the equation for x [ [0, 2Q]. Verify the solutions graphically.

PRO B LE M N OTE S
Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.
Q1. 150

Q2. 3%

Q3. 1024

Q4.

SOLUTION

4

Q5. 17

15 5 61.9275...
arctan ___
8
21
Q8. 12

Q6.
Q7.

Use the definition of arcsine to write
the general solution.

x  0.2617…  Qn

Q9. Quotient
Q10.

2

Divide by 2.

In this case, the answers turn out to be simple multiples of Q. See if you can
5Q ___
13Q
17Q
Q __
, and ___
.
figure out why x  __
12, 12 , 12 
12 

y
x

x
1
Figure 8-3c

Problems 1–20 reinforce the odd–even
properties, the cofunction properties,
and the composite argument properties.

1. Let A 5 B 5 90. Then sin(A 1 B)
5 sin 180 5 0  2 5 sin 90 1 sin 90
5 sin A 1 sin B.
__

tan(30 1 30) 5 tan 60 5 3
2
____
 __ 5 tan 30 1 tan 30
3
2.

tan(60 2 30) 5 tan 30

tan 60 2
1__ and ______________

tan 30
5 ____
1 1 tan 60 tan 30
3
1

__
3 2 ____
3
5____________

__
1__
1 1 3  ____
3
1__
5 ____
3

Figure 8-3c shows the graph of y  sin 5x cos 3x  cos 5x sin 3x and the
line y  0.5. Note that the graph of y sin 5x cos 3x  cos 5x sin 3x is
equivalent to the sinusoid y  sin 2x. By using the intersect feature, you can
see that the four solutions are correct and that they are the only solutions in the
domain x [ [0, 2Q].
P

Problem Set 8-3

The results of Problems 1–26 can
be easily determined using the form of
the CAS outputs. Whenever an equation
is entered, the CAS returns true, false,
or an equation. A Boolean result says
the input equation is either an identity
or is never true. An equation typically
means the equation is true for some, but
not all, values of the variable. Consider
asking students who use Boolean logic
to determine whether Problems 1–26 are
identities and either prove the identity or
provide a counterexample to disprove it.

402

1.3089…  Qn

solutions in the domain.

y

1

__

or

x  0.2617…, 1.3089…, 3.4033…, 4.4505… Use n  0 and n  1 to get the

1

3.

1
sin 5x cos 3x  cos 5x sin 3x __
2
1
sin 5x cos 3x  cos 5x sin 3x  __
Write the given equation.
2
1
sin(5x  3x)  __
Use the composite argument
2
property for sin(A  B).
1
sin 2x __
2
1
2x  arcsin __
2
 0.5235...  2Qn
or
(Q  0.5235...)  2Qn

Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do you
consider to be the main idea? What is the difference
between an odd function and an even function? How
can the composite argument property for
cos( first  second) be used to derive a similar
property for cos( first  second)? What is the
meaning of the prefi x co- in the name cosine?
5m

in

Quick Review

1. Prove by counterexample that
sin(A  B) u sin A  sin B.

Q1. If one value of arcsin x is 30°, find another
positive value of arcsin x less than 360°.
Q2. The value 30 is what percentage of 1000?
Q3. 210  ?
Q4. cos 7 cos 3  sin 7 sin 3  cos ?
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1 and
sin(90 2 60) 5 sin 30 5 __
2
sin 90 cos 60 2__cos 90 sin 60
1 2 0 ____
5 1  __
 2 3 5 2__1.
2
5. Tables will vary but should confirm that
cos(2x)  cos x.
4.

6. Tables will vary but should confirm that
tan(2x)  tan x

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Q5. What is the amplitude of the sinusoid
y  8 cos V  15 sin V?
Q6. If A cos(V  D)  8 cos V  15 sin V, then D
could equal ? .
Q7. tan 2 47°  sec 2 47°  ?
Q8. log 3  log 4  log ?
sec x
Q9. tan x  ____
csc x is called a ? property.
Q10. Sketch the graph of an exponential function
with base between 0 and 1.

2. Prove by counterexample that tangent
does not distribute over addition.
3. Show by numerical example that
tan A  tan B
.
tan(A  B)  __________
1  tan A tan B

7.

The graphs are the same.
y

1

�
180�

b. Figure 8-3f shows the graph of y  cos x.
Sketch the graph resulting from a reflection of
y  cos x across the y-axis. From the result,
explain why cosine is an even function.

4. Show by numerical example that
sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B.
5. Make a table of values to confirm that
cos(x)  cos x.
6. Make a table of values to confirm that
tan(x)  tan x.

y

9. Odd–Even Property Geometrical Proof Problem:
Figure 8-3d shows angles V and V in standard
position in a uv-coordinate system. The
u-coordinates of the points where the angles cut
the unit circle are the same. The v-coordinates of
these points are opposites of each other.
v
1

v


1

Figure 8-3f

For Problems 11–20, use the composite argument
properties to show that the given equation is an
identity.

v

a. Based on the definition of sine, explain why
sin(V)  sin V.
b. Based on the definition of cosine, explain why
cos(V)  cos V.
c. Based on the definition of tangent, explain why
tan(V)  tan V.
d. Based on the reciprocal properties, explain
why secant, cosecant, and cotangent have the
same odd–even properties as cosine, sine, and
tangent, respectively.
10. Odd–Even Property Proof: Recall that the graph
of y  f (x) is a vertical reflection of y f (x)
across the x-axis and that the graph of y  f (x)
is a horizontal reflection across the y-axis.
a. Figure 8-3e shows the graph of y  sin x.
Sketch the graph resulting from a reflection of
y  sin x across the y-axis, and sketch another
graph resulting from a reflection of y  sin x
across the x-axis. Based on the results, explain
why sine is an odd function.

a. The general solution for x or V

__

23. sin 3V cos V  cos 3V sin V  0.5q2
24. cos 3x cos x  sin 3x sin x  1
tan 2x  tan x  __
25. ______________
3
1  tan 2x tan x q
tan V  tan 27°  1
26. ______________
1  tan V tan 27°

Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties

360�

9a. The v-coordinates are opposite for u
and 2u.
9b. The u-coordinates are the same for u
and 2u.
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9c. The slopes of the rays for u and 2u are
opposites.
For any function f(x), if

1
1
5 ___
 f(x)
when defined.
f(2x) 5 f(x), then  ____
f(2x)

If f(2x) 5 2f(x), then

_____
  1 5 ___
21 when defined.
f(2x)

cos x 2 __
 p  
2
p 1 sin x sin  __
p 
5 cos x cos  __
2
2
5 cos x ? 0 1 sin x ? 1 5 sin x
13. sin x 2 __
 p  
2
p 2 cos x sin  __
p 
5 sin x cos  __
2
2
5 sin x ? 0 2 cos x ? 1 5 2cos x
14. sec(u 2 90)
5 ________
 cos(u 12 90) 5 ____
 sin1 u 5 csc u

21. cos x cos 0.6  sin x sin 0.6  0.9

�

x

12.

b. The particular solutions for x in the
domain x [ [0, 2Q) or for V in the domain
V [ [0°, 360°)

9d.

y

11. cos(u 2 90)
5 cos u cos 90 1 sin u sin 90
5 cos u ? 0 1 sin u ? 1 5 sin u

For Problems 21–26, use the composite argument
properties to transform the left side of the equation to
a single function of a composite argument. Then solve
the equation algebraically to get

22. sin V cos 35°  cos V sin 35°  0.5

The reflection across the y-axis, given
by sin(2x) coincides with the reflection
across the x-axis, given by 2sin x .

The reflection across the y-axis, given by
y 5 cos(2x), is the same as y 5 cos(x).

20. cos 10x cos 6x  sin 10x sin 6x  cos 4x

1

�

�

19. sin 3x cos 4x  cos 3x sin 4x  sin 7x

y

x

1

11. cos(V  90°)  sin V
Q  sin x
12. cos @x  __
2
Q
13. sin @x  __  cos x
2
14. sec(V  90°)  csc V (Be clever!)

The graphs are the same.

1

10b.

16. sin(V  30°)  cos(V  60°)  cos V
__
Q  cos x  sin x
17. q2 cos @x  __
4
18. (cos A cos B  sin A sin B) 2
 (sin A cos B  cos A sin B) 2  1

Figure 8-3d

8.

Figure 8-3e

x



15. sin(V  60°)  cos(V  30°)  sin V

u

 u

1

x


8. Confirm graphically that cos V sin(90°  V).

y

y

1

7. Confirm graphically that cot V  tan(90°  V).

10a.

15. sin(u 1 60) 2 cos(u 1 30)
5 (sin u cos 60 1 cos u sin 60)
2 (cos u cos 30 2 sin u sin
__ 30)
__
 3 cos u 2 ___

5 __
 1  sin u 1___
 2 3 cos u
2
2
1 __
 1  sin u 5 sin u
2
16. sin(u 1 30) 1 cos(u 1 60)
5 (sin u cos 30 1 cos u sin 30)
1 (cos u cos 60 2 sin u sin 60)
__
 3 
1 cos u 1 __
 __
5 ___
 
 1 cos u
2 __ sin u 1 2
2

3 

2  ___
2 sin u 5 cos u
Problems 21–26 are similar to Example 1
and provide practice in solving
equations using the composite argument
properties.

f(x)

See page 1016 for answers to
Problems 17–26.
Section 8-3: Other Composite Argument Properties
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Problem Notes (continued)

Exact Function Value Problems: Figure 8-3g
shows angles A and B in standard position in
a uv-coordinate system. For Problems 27–32, use
the information in the figure to find exact values
(no decimals!). Check your answers by calculating A
and B, adding or subtracting them, and finding the
function values directly.

Problems 27–32 call for exact answers in
radical form. In spite of this instruction,
some students will try to get by with
decimal approximations. Again,
emphasize the difference between an
exact answer and an approximation.
Remind students that there is a nocalculator part of the chapter test. It is
important to be able to find the exact
answers without the aid of a calculator.
297
87
27. ___
28. 2___
425
425
304
416
30. ___
29. ___
425
425
304
416
32. 2___
31. ___
297
87

28. cos(A  B)
30. sin(A  B)

31. tan(A  B)

32. tan(A  B)

a. Let V  90°  sin 1 x. Use the composite
argument property to prove that cos V  x.
b. From part a, it follows that V  arccos x, the
inverse trigonometric relation. Use the fact that
90°  sin 1 x  90° to show that V is in the
interval [0°, 180°].
c. How does part b allow you to conclude that V
is cos 1 x, the inverse trigonometric function?

v

40. Cofunction Properties for the Inverse Circular
Functions Problem: Use the cofunction properties
for the inverse circular functions to calculate
these values. Show that each answer is in the
range of the inverse cofunction.

25
24
17

A

B

a. cos 1(0.4)

u

b. cot 1(1.5)

15

c. csc 1(2)

Figure 8-3g

Problems 33–38 can be evaluated in
a single step on a CAS.

For Problems 33 and 34, use the composite argument
properties with exact values of functions of special
angles (such as 30°, 45°, 60°) to show that these
numerical expressions are exact values of sin 15°
and cos 15°. Confirm numerically that the values are
correct.
__
__
q6  q2
33. sin 15°  _________
4
__
__
6

q2
q
34. cos 15°  __________
4
For Problems 35 and 36, use the exact values of
sin 15° and cos 15° from Problems 33 and 34 and
the cofunction properties to find exact values (no
decimals) of the expressions.

33. sin 15 5 sin(45 2 30)
5 sin__45 cos
__ 30 __
__ 30 2
__ cos 45 sin
3


2 ____
2 __
1
____
____
_________
5
2
5 6 2 2
4
2  2
2 2
5 0.2588...
34. cos 15 5 cos(45 2 30)
5 cos__45 cos
__ 30 __
__ 30 1
__ sin 45 sin
3


2 ____
2 __
1
____
____
_________
5
1
5 6 1 2
4
2  2
2 2
5 0.9659...
35. sin 75 H cos(90 2 75) 5 cos 15
__

27. cos(A  B)
29. sin(A  B)

39. Cofunction Property for the Inverse Sine Function
Problem: In this problem you will prove that
cos 1 x is the complement of sin 1 x.

35. sin 75°

__

6 1 2 5 0.9659...
5 ________
4
Problems 39 and 40 introduce the
cofunction properties for inverse circular
functions.

36. cos 75°

For Problems 37 and 38, use the values of sin 15° and
cos 15° from Problems 33 and 34, with appropriate
simplification, to show that the numerical
expressions are exact values of tan 15° and cot 15°.
__

37. tan 15°  2  q3

__

PROPERTIES: Cofunction Properties
for the Inverse Circular
Functions
Q sin 1 x
cos 1 x  __
2
Q tan 1 x
cot 1 x  __
2
Q sec 1 x
csc 1 x  __
2
Triple Argument Properties Problems: The
composite argument properties have sums of
two angle or arc measures. It is possible to derive
triple argument properties for three angle or arc
measures. For Problems 41 and 42, derive properties
expressing the given function in terms of sin A,
sin B, sin C, cos A, cos B, and cos C (start by
associating two of the three angles).
41. cos(A  B  C)

42. sin(A  B  C)

38. cot 15°  2  q3

cos 75__H sin(90 2 75) 5 sin 15

36.

__

6 2 2
5 _________

4

__

__

6 2 2
_______
sin 15˚ 5 _______
__ 4
__
tan 15˚ 5 ______
6 1 2
cos 15˚ _______

__

4 __

__

8 2 43 5 2 2 __
__6 2 __2 5 _______
5 _________
3
3
6 1 2
__
__
6 1 2
 _______
4 __ 
cos 15
__
5 ________
38. cot 15 = ______
6 2 2
sin 15  _______


4
__
__
__
__
8
1
4
6
1
2
3



________
_______
__ 5
5 __
5 2 13

6 2 2

4
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Problems 41 and 42 require students to
derive triple argument properties. You may
want to help students get started by writing
cos(A 1 B 1 C ) as cos((A 1 B) 1 C ) or
cos(A 1 (B 1 C)). You might have half
the class use the first association while the
other half uses the second. They can then
compare their answers.

See page 1016 for answers to
Problems 39–42, and CAS Problem 1.
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Additional CAS Problem
There are six trigonometric functions,
and therefore six inverse trigonometric
functions. Enter cos21  _23 , sin21 _23 ,
tan21 _32 , cot21 _32 , csc21 _32 , and

sec21 _32 , into your CAS and note the
results. What is the minimum number
of inverse trigonometric functions that
a grapher would need so that it could
evaluate all six inverse trigonometric
functions?

Composition of Ordinates and
8 - 4 Compo

Sec tion 8- 4

Harmonic
Harmo Analysis

PL AN N I N G

In Sections 8-1 and 8-2, you learned that a sum of two sinusoids with
equal periods is another sinusoid with the same period, as shown in
Figure 8-4a. A product of sinusoids with equal periods is also a sinusoid,
as shown in Figure 8-4b.
y
1

y

Sum is a sinusoid.

Class Time
2 days

Homework Assignment

Product is a sinusoid.

1
�

Day 1: RA, Q1–Q10, Problems 1–3, 5
Day 2: Problems 7–15 odd, (12)

�

360°

360°

Teaching Resources
y � sin � � cos �
Figure 8-4b

y � cos � � sin �
Figure 8-4a

Air pressure

Figure 8-4c shows the result of adding two sinusoids with unequal periods, which
might happen, for example, if two musical notes of different frequencies are played
at the same time.

Time
Figure 8-4c

In this section you will learn about composition of ordinates, by which sinusoids
are added or multiplied, and harmonic analysis, by which you reverse the process
to find the parent sinusoids.

Objective

• Giv
Given two sinusoids, form a new graph by adding or multiplying ordinates
(y(y-coordinates).
• Given a graph formed by adding or multiplying two sinusoids, find the
equations for the two sinusoids.

Exploration 8-4: Sum or Product of
Sinusoids with Unequal Periods
Exploration 8-4a: Harmonic Analysis
Exploration 8-4b: Harmonic Analysis
Practice
Exploration 8-4c: More Harmonic
Analysis Practice
Blackline Masters
Exploration 8-4, Problem 6
Examples 1 and 2
Problems 1b, 2a, and 3–12
Supplementary Problems
Test 22, Section 8-4, Forms A and B

Technology Resources
Presentation Sketch: Sinusoidal
Sum Present.gsp
Presentation Sketch: Sinusoidal
Product Present.gsp
Exploration 8-4a: Sum or Product
of Sinusoids with Unequal Periods
Explorations 8-4a to 8-4c:
Harmonic Analysis
Activity: Sums of Sinusoidal
Functions

Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis
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Activity: Products of Sinusoidal
Functions

Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis
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In this exploration you will draw conclusions about graphs composed of a product
or a sum of two sinusoids with unequal periods.

TE ACH I N G
Important Terms and Concepts

E XPLOR ATION 8 - 4: S u m o r Pr o d uc t o f S i n u s o i d s w i t h Un e q u a l Pe r i o d s

Composition of ordinates
Harmonic analysis
Variable sinusoidal axis
Auxiliary graphs
Variable amplitude
Envelope curve
Tangent

In this exploration you will investigate the product
and the sum of these two functions:
10

y

5


Exploration Notes
Exploration 8-4 is a good activity to
introduce composition of ordinates.
Have groups work for about 5 minutes
on Problem 1 while you circulate. Then,
on a transparency of the exploration,
show how to find points on the combined
graph using multiplication of ordinates.
The text in Example 1 explains this
nicely. Where the small graph has
zeros, the product graph also has zeros.
Where the small graph has high points
(y 5 1), the product graph touches the
larger graph. Where the small graph has
low points (y 5 1), the product graph
touches the reflection of the larger graph.
Then show how the points should be
connected. After students have seen the
solution to Problem 2, have them check
by grapher as specified in Problem 3. In
Problem 4, students see that the graphs
of y  9 sin() and y  9 sin() form
the envelope for y  cos(9). Present the
sum graph in Problems 6 and 7 the same
way. This time the sum graph crosses
the larger graph where the small graph
has zeros, and goes between 1 unit below
and 1 unit above the larger graph. Make
sure students understand the conclusions
in Problem 9. A blackline master for
Exploration Problem 6 is available in the
Instructor's Resource Book. Allow 15–20
minutes.
See page 408 for notes on additional
explorations.

90°

180°

5
10

f1(V)  9 sin V

and

f2(V)  cos 9V

Indicate which graph is which.

6. By composition of ordinates, draw the
graph of y  9 sin V  cos 9V on a copy of
the figure.

2. Without first plotting on your grapher, on
a copy of the figure draw by composition of
ordinates the graph of

7. Plot y  9 sin V  cos 9V on your grapher.
How closely does your graph in Problem 6
resemble the actual graph?

y  9 sin V cos 9V
(To compose ordinates, find the
y-coordinates of f1(V) and f2(V) and perform
the indicated operation.)

8. Recall that if y  C  cos 9V, then C is a
(constant) vertical translation of the sinusoid.
Describe the effect of making C a variable,
9 sin V, instead of simply a constant.

3. Plot f1(V) and f2(V) on your grapher. On the
same screen, plot f3(V)  9 sin V cos 9V. Is
your composed graph in Problem 2 close to
this actual graph?

5. Recall that if y  A cos 9V, then A is the
vertical dilation (the amplitude) of the graph.

10. What did you learn as a result of doing this
exploration that you did not know before?

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

See the graph for Problem 3.

3.

10

y

4. The composed graph is completely
contained within the region bounded by
f1() and f4(), hence the word envelope.
10

5
�5

�

y

f1(�)

5
�

90�
180�

f2(�)
�5
�10

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

a. Adding sinusoids with very different
periods produces . . .
b. Multiplying sinusoids with very different
periods produces . . .

406

2.

9. Write conclusions:

4. On the same screen, plot the graph of
f4(V)  f1(V). Explain why the graphs of
f1(V) and f4(V) can be said to form an envelope
for the composed graph.

1. f1() is the tall single arch, f2() the short
wiggly graph.

�10

406

From your work in Problems 1–3, write a few
sentences describing the effect on the graph
of making the dilation variable, A  9 sin V,
instead of constant.

1. The figure shows the graphs of

f4(�)

f3(�)

90�

180�

Sum of Two Sinusoids with Unequal Periods

Section Notes

In Exploration 8-4, you found that if you add two sinusoids with different periods,
the result is a periodic function with a variable sinusoidal axis. Example 1 shows
you how to sketch such a graph on paper if the two auxiliary graphs are given.

It is certainly possible to teach a very
solid trigonometry course without
covering the material in this section.
However, there are several beautiful
things about this section: The concepts
presented give students an opportunity
to integrate many different aspects of the
trigonometry they have learned to date; it
gives students an opportunity to explore
an interesting area of trigonometry in
some depth; and in addition, the ideas
have many interesting and useful realworld applications.

EXAMPLE 1 ➤ Figure 8-4d shows the graphs of

5

f1(V)  3 cos V and f2(V)  sin 4V.

y
f1()  3 cos 

On a copy of this figure, sketch the
graph of

f2()  sin 4

180°

y  3 cos V  sin 4V
Then plot the function on your grapher.
How well does your sketch match the
actual graph?
SOLUTION

5

Figure 8-4d

Look for high points, low points, and zeros on
the two graphs. At each V-value you chose,
estimate the ordinate of each graph and add them.
Put a dot on the graph paper at that value of V
with the appropriate ordinate. Figure 8-4e shows
how you might estimate the ordinate at one
particular point.
Figure 8-4f shows the dots plotted at places where
the auxiliary graphs have critical points or zeros.
Once you see the pattern, you can connect the dots
with a smooth curve, as in Figure 8-4g.
5

y

5

180°

360°

y

Plot the sum.
Add the ordinates.
2.8  1.0  3.8

3

2.8
1.0


90°

Pick a convenient point.

Figure 8-4e

y





5

360°

180°

360°

5
Figure 8-4f

Figure 8-4g

Plotting the equation on your grapher confirms that your sketch is correct.
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5. The vertical dilation at any  is the
value of 9 sin .
6.
7.

See the graph for Problem 7.
10

y

�5
�10

9a. . . . a sinusoid with variable sinusoidal
axis.
9b.

5

�

90�
180�
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8. The vertical translation at any  is the
value of 9 sin .

. . . a sinusoid with variable amplitude.

10. Answers will vary.

In this section, students use composition
of ordinates to sketch graphs of sums
and products of sinusoids. They use
the reverse process, harmonic analysis,
to “decompose” a complicated graph
into a sum or product of sinusoids.
Although harmonic analysis is not part
of a traditional trigonometry course,
graphing calculators have made this topic
accessible to high school students.
Students have seen that the sum of two
sinusoids with equal periods is another
sinusoid with the same period. In this
section, they learn that the sum of
two sinusoids with unequal periods is
periodic, though it is not necessarily
sinusoidal. For instance, the graph in
Figure 8-4c is not sinusoidal. Take a
moment to remind your students that
a sinusoid is a sine function that may
have been transformed with dilations,
translations, and reflections. A sinusoid
cannot have a variable amplitude or
a variable sinusoidal axis. Students
sometimes think all wavy periodic
functions are sinusoidal.
Students can sketch the graph of the sum
of two sinusoids by adding ordinates
(y‑coordinates) for the two graphs. This
technique is illustrated in Example 1,
which shows that the sinusoid with
the greater period acts as a variable
sinusoidal axis for the other sinusoid.

Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis
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Section Notes (continued)

Product of Two Sinusoids with Unequal Periods

A blackline master of Figure 8-4d is
available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book. You may want to give a copy of it
to your students and ask them to add the
two functions by hand.

Example 2 shows you how to combine the two sinusoids of Example 1 by
multiplying instead of adding.

EXAMPLE 2 P Figure 8-4d shows the graphs of f1(V)  3 cos V and f2(V)  sin 4V.
On a copy of Figure 8-4d, sketch the graph of
y  3 cos V sin 4V

The product of two sinusoids with equal
periods is a sinusoid. (This will be proved
in Section 8-6. In this section, students
merely observe this fact.) However, the
product of two sinusoids with unequal
periods is a periodic function with
a variable amplitude. Students can
sketch the graph of the product of two
sinusoids by multiplying ordinates for
the two graphs. Example 2 shows that the
function with the greater amplitude acts
as an envelope for the composed graph.

Then plot the function on your grapher. How well does your sketch match the
actual graph?
SOLUTION

5

408

y


180

360

5
Figure 8-4h

Example 3 is a very interesting problem.
The thought process outlined in the
solution is helpful. Your students should
note that the given function is odd
because of its behavior near the origin.
They also know that the envelope is a sine
function. Therefore, the second function
has to be a cosine function, because the
product of a sine and a cosine is odd.
Students may feel uncomfortable with
the second function being a cosine
because the given function goes through
the origin. One way to think about this
is that the envelope squeezes the cosine
function and forces it through the origin.
Note that the property box following
Example 2 talks about sinusoids
with “greatly different periods.”
Supplementary Problem 17, available
at www.keypress.com/keyonline
addresses this issue. This problem
is a lead-in to the sum and product
properties in the next section.

The thought process is the same as for Example 1, but this time you multiply the
ordinates instead of adding them. Figure 8-4h shows the results.

Plotting the equation on your grapher confirms that your sketch is correct.

P

In Example 2, multiplying sin 4V by 3 cos V gives sin 4V a different dilation
at different points. The function y  3 cos V sin 4V seems to have a variable
amplitude. Because y  sin 4V has amplitude 1, the composed graph touches the
graph of y  3 cos V wherever the graph of y  sin 4V has a high point. The graphs
of y  3 cos V and its opposite, y  3 cos V, form an envelope for the composed
graph. Note that at each place where either graph crosses the V-axis, the composed
graph also crosses the axis.

PROPERTIES: Sums and Products of Sinusoids with Unequal Periods
If two sinusoids have greatly different periods, then
t "EEJOHUIFUXPTJOVTPJETQSPEVDFTBGVODUJPOXJUIBWBSJBCMF
sinusoidal axis.
t .VMUJQMZJOHUIFUXPTJOVTPJETQSPEVDFTBGVODUJPOXJUIBWBSJBCMF
amplitude.
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Harmonic analysis allows us to reverse
the process of composition of ordinates
to find the “parent” sinusoids that were
added or multiplied to create the more
complicated graph. The techniques outlined
in the section, along with a willingness
to experiment using their graphing
calculators, will help students decompose
the graphs.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Additional Exploration Notes
Exploration 8-4a is a good activity to
introduce harmonic analysis as a guided
discovery activity on the second day.
Working out each part separately, back-toback, will help students further distinguish
between sums and products of sinusoids.
Allow 20 minutes.

Harmonic Analysis: The Reverse of Composition
of Ordinates

Differentiating Instruction

You can use the properties of
sums and products of sinusoids
with different periods to help
you “decompose” a complicated
graph into the two sinusoids
that formed it. The procedure is
used, for example, by technicians
when their ship’s sonar detects
a complicated wave pattern
and they want to find out if the
sounds are being generated by
another ship or by a whale.

EXAMPLE 3 P The function in Figure 8-4i is a sum or a product of two sinusoids. Find the
particular equation, and confirm your answer by plotting the equation on
your grapher.

y
5

90°

180°

270°

360°

• Enlarge the figures for Example 1 so
students can follow the discussion
more easily.
• Students should copy the properties on
page 408 into their journals as written
and then express them in their own
words.
• Examples 3 and 4 are language
heavy; consider leading them as class
activities, checking frequently for
student understanding. As you work
through Step 2 of Example 3, explain
the meaning of tangent and the
mathematical meaning of envelope.
Using Figure 8-4j, explain why the
envelope curve is not tangent at 180°.
• Problems 13 and 14 are challenging. If
you assign them, allow students to
work in pairs.

5

Technology Notes

Figure 8-4i

SOLUTION

Your thought process should be
1. The amplitude varies, so it is a product of sinusoids.
2. Sketch the larger-period sinusoid, forming an envelope curve that is
tangent to the graph near the high points, as shown in Figure 8-4j. These
points indicate the ends of cycles of the shorter-period sinusoid. Where the
envelope curve is negative, it is tangent to the given curve near the low
points. If the envelope curve crosses the given curve abruptly, such as at
180° in Figure 8-4j, it is not tangent and thus does not indicate the end of a
smaller-sinusoid cycle.

y

Tangent; cycle begins here.
Count the cycles.

Not tangent; cycle does not end here.

Tangent; cycle does end here.

5

90°

180°

270

360

5
Figure 8-4j
Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis

Explorations 8-4b and 8-4c can be used as
group activities or quizzes on subsequent
days. Note that the third and fourth
problems in each of these explorations
involve circular functions in radians. An
easy way to find the coefficient for x or for
 in the smaller-period sinusoid when the
period of the larger is not 2 or 360 is to
multiply the coefficient in the larger by the
number of cycles the given graph makes in
one period.

409

For instance, in Exploration 8-4c Problem 3,
p
the sinusoidal axis is f1 (x) 5 2 sin  __
4 x. The
given graph makes 20 cycles for one cycle of
the graph of f1(x). So the coefficient of x in
the smaller graph is (20)(/4) 5 5, making 
f2(x) 5 3 cos 5x. Allow about 15 minutes
for each exploration.

Presentation Sketch:
Sinusoidal Sum Present.gsp at
www.keymath.com/precalc
demonstrates the occurrence of
beats present when two sinusoidal
waves with close periods are added
together. The functions can easily
be changed to demonstrate the sum
of other sinusoidal functions.
Presentation Sketch:
Sinusoidal Product Present.gsp at
www.keymath.com/precalc
demonstrates the occurrence of
beats present when two sinusoidal
waves with different periods
are multiplied together. The
functions can easily be changed to
demonstrate the product of other
sinusoidal functions.
	Exploration 8-4a in the Instructor’s
Resource Book can be done with the
aid of Sketchpad or Fathom.

Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis
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Technology Notes (continued)

3. For convenience, assume the larger-period sinusoid has the equation
y  5 sin V.

Explorations 8-4a through 8-4c in
the Instructor’s Resource Book are
all activities in which students are
asked to write equations for given
graphs of sums or products of
sinusoids. The high resolution and
dynamic atmosphere available with
Sketchpad or Fathom may provide
a useful tool for students as they do
these explorations.

4. Let the amplitude of the smaller-period sinusoid be 1. Count the number of
cycles the given graph makes in one cycle of the longer-period envelope, 11
in this case. To help you count cycles, look for points where the given curve is
tangent to the envelope curve.

y

The next example shows how to perform the harmonic analysis if the argument is
in radians.

EXAMPLE 4 P The function in Figure 8-4l is a sum or a product of two sinusoids. Find

the particular equation, and confirm your answer by plotting the equation on
your grapher.

y
5

5

10

x

5
Figure 8-4l

SOLUTION

Your thought process should be
1. The sinusoidal axis varies, so it is a sum of sinusoids.
2. Sketch the larger-period sinusoid as a sinusoidal axis through the points of
inflection halfway between high points and low points (Figure 8-4m).

y

CAS Suggestions

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

7. Plot the graph (Figure 8-4k) to check your answer. Use a window, such as
[20, 200] for x, that is small enough to separate the cycles and includes the
ends where characteristic behavior occurs. If the plotted graph doesn’t agree
with the given graph, go back and check your work.
P

Figure 8-4k

Activity: Products of Sinusoidal
Functions in the Instructor’s
Resource Book can be considered
a follow-up to the activity” Sums
of Sinusoidal Functions.” The
included example sketch can make
the activity accessible to beginning
Sketchpad users. A presentation
sketch is available. Allow
40–50 minutes.

410

6. Write the equation for the composed function: y  5 sin V cos 11V.


180°

Activity: Sums of Sinusoidal
Functions in the Instructor’s
Resource Book is for intermediate
to advanced users. Students
analyze the sums of sinusoidal
waves as they model superposition
and wave packets. A presentation
sketch is also available. Allow
50 minutes.

The figure shows how to confirm the
“period” of the sum of sinusoids of any
period. Make sure students understand
that when discussing periodic functions,
the resulting graphs are not strictly
sinusoidal, and period can be understood
to mean the horizontal length of one
complete cycle of the graph.

5. The smaller-period sinusoid appears to be a cosine. For very small values of
V, the composed graph is very close to the larger-period graph, as happens
when you multiply by a number close to 1 (cos 0°) rather than a number close
to 0 (sin 0°). So its equation is y  cos 11V.

Count the cycles of the small sinusoid
in one cycle of the composite graph.

5

5
5

Draw the sinusoidal axis.
Figure 8-4m

410
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10
Find the next high point
of the sinusoidal axis.

x

3. The larger-period sinusoid has amplitude 4 and period 10 and starts at a
high point, so its equation is
Q
y  4 cos __
5 x

The coefficient of x is 2Q divided by the period.

16Q

x
y  2 sin ___

1.
The period is 10 ___

4. The smaller-period sinusoid has amplitude 2. Because it is on the
varying sinusoidal axis at x  0, its function is sine. It makes 16 cycles
in one period of the larger-period sinusoid, 0  x  10. So its equation is
5

16

6. Plotting the equation on your grapher in radian mode confirms that the
equation is correct.
P

Problem Set 8-4
From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? How do you decide
whether a combination of two sinusoids with much
different periods is a sum or a product? What is
the difference in meaning between composition of
ordinates and harmonic analysis?
5m

in

Quick Review

and

f2(V)  cos 6V

360°

a. Which graph corresponds to each function?

sin(90°  V)  cos( ? )
How do you tell that sine is an odd function?
cos(x  x)  ? in terms of cos x and sin x.
If the two legs of a right triangle are 57 and 65,
find the tangent of the smallest angle.
Q8. The period of the sinusoid
Q
? .
y  5  7 cos __
4 (x  6) is
Q9. x  3  2 cos t and y  5  4 sin t are
parametric equations for a(n) ? .
Q10. If g (x)  f (x  7), what transformation is
applied to function f to get function g?

Q3.

8

Q4.



Q5.

sin(2x) 52sin x

cos2 x 2 sin2 x
57
Q7. ___
65
Q8. 8
Q6.

Problems 1 and 2 ask several questions
about the graphs of the two sinusoids
in Figure 8-4n. A blackline master of
Figure 8-4n is available in the Instructor’s
Resource Book.


180°

1. Product of Two Sinusoids Problem:

Q2. In general, cos(x  y)  ? in terms of
cosines and sines of x and y.
Q3. sin 5 cos 3  cos 5 sin 3  sin( ? )

__

0.12

Q10. Horizontal translation by 7

6

Figure 8-4n

q2

Q1.

Q9. Ellipse

y

6

1__
Q1. If cos A  0.6, sin A  0.8, cos B  ___
, and
q2
1
sin B  _____ , then cos(A  B)  ? .

Q4.
Q5.
Q6.
Q7.

Problems 1 and 2 refer to Figure 8-4n, which shows
the graphs of
f1(V)  6 sin V

Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.
Q2. cos x cos y 2 sin x sin y

16Q
Q
___
5. The equation for the composed function is y  4 cos __
x.
5 x  2 sin 5 

Reading Analysis

PRO B LE M N OTE S

b. Without using your grapher, sketch on a copy
of Figure 8-4n the graph of
y  6 sin V cos 6V

1a. f1() is the tall single arch and
trough, f2() the narrow wiggly curve.
1b., 1c.

y
6

c. On your grapher, plot the graph of
f3(V)  f1(V) f2(V). Use a window with at least
[0°, 360°] for Vand an appropriate y-range.
How closely does your composed graph in
part b resemble the actual graph on
your grapher?
d. The graph of y  A cos 6V is a sinusoid with a
fixed amplitude, A. How would you describe
the graph of y  6 sin V cos 6V?

Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis

�

�6

180�

1d. Sinusoid with variable amplitude
6 sin 
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Problem Notes (continued)
2a., 2b.

2. Sum of Two Sinusoids Problem:
a. Without using your grapher, sketch on a copy
of Figure 8-4n the graph of

y
6

y  6 sin V  cos 6V
�

�6

b. On your grapher, plot the graph of
f3(V)  f1(V)  f2(V). Use a window with at least
[0°, 360°] for Vand an appropriate y-range.
How closely does your composed graph in
part a resemble the actual graph on your
grapher?

180�

2c. Sinusoid with variable vertical
translation 6 sin u
Problems 3–12 ask students to find
equations for given graphs. When
students think they have found a correct
equation, they should “zoom in” on a
portion of its graph to see if it has the
same features as the graph in the text.
Remind students to pay close attention
to the scale on the horizontal axis
and to write their equations using the
appropriate unit, degrees or radians.
Blackline masters for these problems
are available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book.
3.

c. The graph of y  C  cos 6V is a sinusoid with
a fixed vertical translation, C. How would you
describe the graph of y  6 sin V  cos 6V?
Harmonic Analysis Problems: For Problems 3–12,
find the particular equation for the graph shown.
Each is the sum or the product of sinusoids with
very different periods. Make note of whether the
argument is in degrees or radians.

The Tacoma Narrows Bridge in Tacoma, Washington, collapsed on
November 7, 1940, due to wind that caused vibrations of increasing
amplitude.

y

3.
5


90°

180°

270°

360°

450°

90°

180°

270°

360°

450°

90°

180°

270°

360°

450°

5
y

4.
5

y 5 3 cos u 1 2 sin 13u

4. y 5 6 cos u cos 10u



5. y 5 5 sin u cos 11u
5
y

5.
5



5
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y 5 4 sin u 1 2 sin 14u
p x 1 4 sin 4px
7. y 5 2 cos  __
3
p x cos 3px
8. y 5 6 sin  __
4
p
__
9. y 5 4 sin    x sin 3px
6
p x 1 sin 5px
10. y 5 2 cos  __
2
6.

y

6.
5



180°

90°

270°

360°

450°

5

7.

y
5

6

12

x

5
y

8.
5

4

8

12

x

5
y

9.
5

6

12

x

5
y

10.
5

4

8

12

x

5
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Problem Notes (continued)
11.

y

11.
5

y 5 2 sin 2x sin 28x

Problem 12, a combination of three
sinusoids, is challenging but very
accessible. Assure your students they will
not be tested on this type of problem and
they may surprise you with enthusiastic
success.

y 5 3 cos 120px 1 cos 800px
1  s
13b. ___
  1  s;  ___
60 400
13c. 60 cycles/s 5 60 Hz;
400 cycles/s 5 400 Hz
Yes

Problem 14 can form the basis for a
project.


  2p    (x 1 10) 
14a. y 5 223.5 cos  ______
365.25
2 61 cos 2px;
y (0.5) 5 37.8823...; y (29.5) 5 42.7195...
14b. June 21 is Day 172, so according to
this model, the maximum elevation on
June 21 is y  (171.5) 5 84.4955....
14c. y (0.3119...) 5 0 ⇒ sunrise at about
7:29 a.m. on Day 1. y (29.2986...) 5 0
⇒ sunrise at about 7:10 a.m. on Day 30,
about 19 min earlier.
14d. Night

y


90°

90°

180°

270°

360°

5

in part c, could the sound have been coming
from the generators on a U.S. submarine?

13. Submarine Sonar Problem: The sonar on a
surface ship picks up sound being generated
by equipment on a submarine. By performing
harmonic analysis on the sound wave, it is
possible to identify the national origin of the
submarine.
a. Figure 8-4o shows the pattern of a sound wave,
where x is time, in seconds. Find an equation
for this graph. Observe that the longer-wave
sinusoidal axis completes three cycles before
the wave pattern starts repeating itself.
b. What is the period of the longer sinusoid?
What is the period of the shorter sinusoid?
c. Recall that the frequency of a sinusoid is
the reciprocal of the period. What are the
frequencies of the two sinusoids in part b?
d. United States submarines have electrical
generators that rotate at 60 cycles per second
and other electrical generators that rotate at
400 cycles per second. Based on your results

14. Sunrise Project: The angle of elevation of the Sun
at any time of day on any day of the year is a sum
of two sinusoids. The first sinusoid is caused
by the rotation of Earth about its own axis. In
San Antonio this sinusoid has period 1 day and
amplitude 61° (the complement of the 29° latitude
on which San Antonio lies). The sinusoid reaches
a minimum at midnight on any day. The other
sinusoid is caused by the rotation of Earth
around the Sun. That sinusoid has period
365.25 days and amplitude 23.5° (equal to the tilt
of Earth’s axis with respect to the ecliptic plane).
This second sinusoid reaches a minimum at
day 10 (December 21). Part of the graph of this
composed function is shown in Figure 8-4p. On
this graph, y is the angle of elevation on day x.
Note that x  1 at the end of day 1, x  2 at the
end of day 2, and so on.

y
5

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

5
Figure 8-4o
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x

5

15. Journal entries will vary.

414

4

12. A combination of three sinusoids!

13a.

13d.

3

5

12. y 5 3 sin u 1 2 cos 4u sin 30u
Problem 13 works well as a group activity.

2
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0.04

0.05

x

Additional CAS Problems

a. Write the particular equation for this
composed graph. Use radians as the argument
of the function. Use the equation to show that
the maximum angle of elevation on day 1
(x  0.5) is lower than the maximum angle of
elevation on day 30. Confirm that this is true
by direct measurement on Figure 8-4p.
b. Find the maximum angle of elevation on the
longest day of the year, June 21.

1. If a sinusoidal function of period 12
is added to a sinusoidal function of
period 30, what would be the period of
the sum? How could you verify, using
a CAS, that the resulting sum has that
period?

c. Sunrise occurs at the time when the angle
of elevation equals zero, as it is increasing.
Find the time of sunrise on day 1 by solving
numerically for the value of x close to 0.25
when y  0. Then convert your answer to
hours and minutes. Show that the Sun rises
earlier on day 30 than it does on day 1. How
much earlier?

2. The sum of two sinusoidal functions
has an overall period of 135,464 units.
If the period of one of its terms has
period 236 units, what are the two
smallest possible periods of the other
term?

d. How do you interpret the parts of the graph
that are below the x-axis?
15. Journal Problem: Update your journal with
things you have learned since the last entry. In
particular, mention how you decide whether
a composed graph is a sum or a product
of sinusoids. You might also mention how
comfortable you are becoming with the
amplitudes and periods of sinusoidal graphs and
whether and how your confidence in working
with these concepts has grown since you first
encountered them in Chapter 5.
90

This is a mariners’ astrolabe from around 1585. An
astrolabe measured the elevation of the Sun or another
star to predict the time of sunrise and sunset.

y
End of day 30

End of day 10

Degrees

End of day 1

90°

x

Day
Figure 8-4p
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See page 1016 for answers to
CAS Problems 1 and 2.
Section 8-4: Composition of Ordinates and Harmonic Analysis
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8 -5 The Sum and Product Properties

Sec tion 8-5

Figure 8-5a shows the graphs of two sinusoids with very different periods.
Figure 8-5b shows two sinusoids with nearly equal periods. The product of the
two sinusoids in Figure 8-5a is the variable-amplitude function shown in
Figure 8-5c. Surprisingly, the sum of the two nearly equal sinusoids in Figure 8-5b
also produces the wave pattern in the third figure! The y-values of the sinusoids
in Figure 8-5b add up where the waves are in phase (i.e., two high points coincide)
and cancel out where the waves are out of phase. This phenomenon is heard as
what are called beats. For example, two piano strings for the same note can be
tuned at slightly different frequencies to produce a vibrato effect. This is what
piano tuners listen for.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time
1 day

Homework Assignment

RA, Q1–Q10, Problems 1–25 odd, 29, 35

y

Teaching Resources

Exploration 8-5a: Equivalence of
Sinusoid Sums and Products
Blackline Masters
Example 3
Problems 17–20
Supplementary Problems

1


360°

f1()  cos 11
and
Figure 8-5a
y

Technology Resources
Problem 33: Dynamic Sinusoidal
Sums and Products Project

1


360°

Presentation Sketch: Piano
Present.gsp

f1()  cos 12

Presentation Sketch: Speed of Light
Present.gsp


360°

y  2 cos 11  cos 

or

y  cos 12  cos 10

Figure 8-5c

TE ACH I N G

In this section you will learn algebraic properties that allow you to prove that the
sum graph and the product graph are equivalent.

Important Terms and Concepts
In phase
Out of phase
Sum and product properties

416

f2()  cos 10

2

CAS Activity 8-5a: Envelope
Curves

The point of this section is to show
students that the product of two
sinusoids and the sum of two sinusoids
can be the same function. This leads
to the sum and product identities. It
is strongly suggested that you do not
require students to memorize these
properties.

and

Figure 8-5b

y

Exploration 8-5a: Equivalence of
Sinusoid Sums and Products

Section Notes

f2()  2 cos 

Objective

416

Transform a sum of two sinusoids to a product of two sinusoids, and
vice versa.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

The important thing is that students be able
to use the properties. Either give students
the properties when they need them or have
students derive them as necessary.
If you are short on time, consider omitting
this section.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Examples 1 and 2 illustrate the derivations
of the sum and product properties. Here is
an alternative solution to Example 1.
2 sin 13 cos 48
5 sin 13 cos 48 1 sin 13 cos 48
Split into two identical terms.

Differentiating Instruction

Product of Sum

• The examples should all be done as
class activities so that you can check
understanding.
• Provide a copy of the sum and product
properties on pages 417 and 419 to
students for reference.
• Consider the language proficiency of
your students in deciding whether
the Reading Analysis should be done
individually or in pairs.
• Problems 31–35 are language intensive.
If you assign them, have students work
in pairs during class so that you can
provide support.

From Figure 8-5c, it appears that
cos 12V  cos 10V  2 cos 11V cos V
To see why, write 12V as (11V  V) and 10V as (11V  V) and use composite
argument properties.
cos 12V  cos(11V  V)  cos 11V cos V  sin 11V sin V
cos 10V  cos(11V  V)  cos 11V cos V  sin 11V sin V
Add the two equations to get
cos 12V  cos 10V  2 cos 11V cos V
If you subtract the equations, you get
cos 12V  cos 10V  2 sin 11V sin V
Using similar steps, you can derive these properties in general. If you use A and B
in place of 11V and V, you’ll get sum and product properties expressing the sum or
difference of two cosines as a product of two cosines or two sines.
cos(A  B)  cos(A  B)  2 cos A cos B

Exploration Notes

cos(A  B)  cos(A  B)  2 sin A sin B

Exploration 8-5a provides an excellent
introduction to the section. You can
assign it to groups of students at the
beginning of the first day of instruction.
Most students will be surprised to
find that the graphs for the sums and
products are identical. This provides
motivation for deriving the properties
in the section. Allow students about
20 minutes to complete the exploration.

Two other sum and product properties come from adding or subtracting the
composite argument properties for sine.
sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
sin(A  B)  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
sin(A  B)  sin(A  B)  2 sin A cos B

By adding the two equations.

sin(A  B)  sin(A  B)  2 cos A sin B

By subtracting the two
equations.

These properties can also be expressed by reversing the two sides of the equation.
This box summarizes the four properties.

Technology Notes

PROPERTIES: Sum and Product Properties—Product to Sum

Problem 33: The Dynamic
Sinusoidal Sums and Products
Project asks students to use a
Dynamic Precalculus Exploration
at www.keymath.com/precalc
to investigate properties of the
functions y 5 cos 6x sin kx and
y 5 cos 6x 1 sin kx as k varies.

2 cos A cos B  cos(A  B)  cos(A  B)
2 sin A sin B  cos(A  B)  cos(A  B)
2 sin A cos B  sin(A  B)  sin(A  B)
2 cos A sin B  sin(A  B)  sin(A  B)

It is probably easier to derive these properties as you need them than it is to
memorize them.

5 (sin 13 cos 48 1 cos 13 sin 48)
1 (sin 13 cos 48  cos 13 sin 48)

Add a clever form of zero to make the
composite argument properties show up.

5 sin(13 1 48) 1 sin(13  48)

Use the composite argument properties
backward.

5 sin 61 1 sin(35)
5 sin 61  sin 35

Section 8-5: The Sum and Product Properties
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[Solution provided by students Mary Alice
Watkins, Virginia Morales, Jacob Talbot,
and Sergio Peña.]
Example 3 ties in harmonic analysis from
the previous section. The grapher, as always,
is a great aid in verifying the correctness
of one’s answers. A blackline master of
Figure 8-5d is available in the Instructor’s
Resource Book.

Presentation Sketch:
Piano Present.gsp at
www.keymath.com/precalc
demonstrates sums of sound
waves that are created as you play
single notes or chords on a piano
keyboard.

Section 8-5: The Sum and Product Properties
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Technology Notes (continued)

EXAMPLE 1 P Transform 2 sin 13° cos 48° into a sum (or difference) of functions with positive
arguments. Demonstrate numerically that the result is correct.

Presentation Sketch:
Speed of Light Present.gsp at
www.keymath.com/precalc
demonstrates the sum of the
radio wave being sent from
Mars to Earth and another radio
wave being sent in the opposite
direction.

SOLUTION

sin(13°  48°)  sin 13° cos 48° cos 13° sin 48°
sin(13°  48°)  sin 13° cos 48°  cos 13° sin 48°
sin 61°  sin(35°)  2 sin 13° cos 48°
2 sin 13° cos 48°  sin 61°  sin 35°

Exploration 8-5a in the Instructor’s
Resource Book has students work
out how a sum of two sinusoids
with nearly equal periods is
equivalent to a product of two
sinusoids with very different
periods. Sketchpad or Fathom
could be a useful exploratory tool.
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Use the symmetric property of equality.
Also, sine is an odd function.
P

Sum to Product
Example 2 shows you how to reverse the process and transform a sum of two
sinusoids into a product.

EXAMPLE 2 P Transform cos 77V  cos 3V into a product of functions with positive arguments.
SOLUTION

First think of writing cos 77V and cos 3V as cosines with composite arguments.
Then use appropriate calculations to find out what those two arguments are.
Let cos 7V  cos(A  B) and let cos 3V  cos(A  B).
A  B  7V
A  B  3V
2A  10V
A  5V
Substituting 5V for A in either equation, you get B  2V. Now, substitute these
values for A and B in the composite argument properties for cosine.
cos 7V  cos(5V  2V)  cos 5V cos 2V  sin 5V sin 2V
cos 3V  cos(5V  2V)  cos 5V cos 2V  sin 5V sin 2V
cos 7V  cos 3V  2 sin 5V sin 2V

CAS Suggestions

Note: While the expressions on both
sides of an identity are mutually
exchangeable and a CAS can derive the
product form of the Product to Sum
Properties (page 417) from the sum of
arguments form, the reverse procedure is
far from simple. This is, in part, because
the derivation of the product form
involves an additional step eliminating
terms that are not obvious if one does not
already know the derivation.

Add the equations.

Check: 0.3010...  0.3010...

CAS Activity 8-5a: Envelope
Curves in the Instructor's Resource
Book has students explore the
concept of envelope curves for
trigonometric functions and
how they can be used to better
understand the overall behavior of
a function that can be expressed
as a product of a trigonometric
function and any other function.
Allow 25–30 minutes.

Page 417 notes that it is easier to derive
the sum and product properties than it is
to memorize them. For applied problems
in which the point is the use of these
properties, consider allowing students to
derive them using the tExpand command
on a CAS.

Sine multiplied by cosine appears in the sine composite argument properties.
So the answer will be the sum (or difference) of two sines. If you have not
memorized the sum and product properties, you would write

The arguments have no negative signs, so you need no further
transformations.

P

From the algebraic steps in Example 2, you can see that A equals half the sum of
the arguments. You can also tell that B equals half the difference of the arguments.
So a general property expressing a difference of two cosines as a product is
1 (x  y) sin __
1 (x  y)
cos x  cos y  2 sin __
2
2
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Additionally, the product form of the
identity is much simpler algebraically.
There is nothing obvious about the
product 2 cos A/cos B that would
make one think it originated with the
sum of the cosine argument addition
and subtraction properties. This also
connects to one of the primary reasons
why students should always begin
working from the more “complicated”
side when proving identities.

You can also write the other three sum and product properties in this form. The
results are in the box. Again, do not try to memorize the properties. Instead,
derive them from the composite argument properties, as in Example 2, or look
them up when you need to use them.

PROPERTIES: Sum and Product Properties— Sum to Product
1(x  y)
1(x  y) cos __
sin x  sin y  2 sin __
2
2
1 (x  y) sin __
1(x  y)
sin x  sin y  2 cos __
2
2
1
1(x  y)
cos x  cos y  2 cos __(x  y) cos __
2
2
1 (x  y) sin __
1(x  y)
cos x  cos y  2 sin __
2
2

Note: Both functions on the “sum” side are always the same function.

EXAMPLE 3 P Figure 8-5d shows the graph of a periodic trigonometric function with a variable
sinusoidal axis. Using harmonic analysis, find the particular equation for this
function as a sum of two sinusoids. Then transform the sum into a product.
Confirm graphically that both equations produce the function graphed in
Figure 8-5d.
y
1

x

2



Figure 8-5d

SOLUTION

On a copy of Figure 8-5d, sketch the sinusoidal axis. Figure 8-5e shows the result.
y
1
2



x

Figure 8-5e

By the techniques of Section 8-4, y  sin 2x  sin 10x
y
1

x


To transform this equation to a product, write
1 (2x  10x) cos __
1(2x  10x) Use the property from the box, or derive it.
y 2 sin __
2
2
y 2 sin 6x cos(4x)
y 2 sin 6x cos 4x

Figure 8-5f

The sum to product properties can be
CAS derived, but the procedure is more
complicated. For the same reasons as
noted above, this procedure is only
worthwhile when working from the sum
of arguments side of the identities. A
tExpand command is an obvious first
step with any trigonometric expression
involving a sum of arguments.
Observation of the output line reveals
some common terms that could be
factored out. The result of the Factor
command shows an expression that
looks similar to the sine of a sum of
arguments property, but the arguments
are not identical. Even so, that similarity
suggests application of the tCollect
command, which gives the desired final
result. This derivation can be used to
encourage good mathematical reasoning
in which observations of results provide
hints to future manipulations.

Cosine is an even function.

Both equations give the graph shown in Figure 8-5f, which agrees with
P
Figure 8-5d.
Section 8-5: The Sum and Product Properties
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PRO B LE M N OTE S

Problem Set 8-5

Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.

Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do you
consider to be the main idea? How is it possible for
a sum of two sinusoids with nearly equal periods to
produce the same wave pattern as a product of two
sinusoids with very different periods? What does the
text say about the advisability of memorizing the sum
and product properties?

Q1. A 5 16, B 5 4
x1y
xy
Q2. A  _____, B  ____
2
2
y
Q3.
1

5m

�
180�

Q4.

1

x
�

Q5. 45__
Q6. p
3
1__
____
Q8. ____
Q7.
2
3
Q9. cos 3x cos 5x 2 sin 3x sin 5x
Q10. 66.8014...
Problems 1–16 are similar to Examples 1
and 2.
sin 65 1 sin 17

2.

sin 135 2 sin 11

3.

cos 102 1 cos 4

Quick Review

Q1. Find values of A and B if A  B  20 and
A  B  12.
Q2. Find values of A and B if A  B  x and
A  B  y.
Q3. Sketch the graph of the parent trigonometric
sinusoid y  cos V.
Q4. Sketch the graph of the parent circular sinusoid
y  sin x.
Q
Q5. How many degrees are in __
4 radian?
Q6. How many radians are in 180°?
Q7. What is the exact value (no decimals) of
Q
?
cos @__
6
Q8. What is the exact value (no decimals) of tan 30°?

y

1.

in

17.

7.

cos(3x 2 7.2) 2 cos(3x 1 7.2)

8.

sin 10x 1 sin 6x

9.

2 cos 29 cos 17

13.

2 sin 3.4 sin 1

14. 2 sin 4.1 cos 2.3
15.

22 cos 5.5x sin 2.5x

16. 2 cos 10x cos x
Problems 17–20 are similar to Example 3.
Blackline masters for these problems
are available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book.
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5. 2 cos 3.8 sin 4.1

6. 2 cos 2 cos 3

7. 2 sin 3x sin 7.2

8. 2 sin 8x cos 2x

For Problems 9–16, transform the sum or difference
to a product of sines and/or cosines with positive
arguments.
9. cos 46°  cos 12°

10. cos 56°  cos 24°

11. sin 2  sin 6

12. sin 3  sin 8

13. cos 2.4  cos 4.4

14. sin 1.8  sin 6.4

15. sin 3x  sin 8x

16. cos 9x  cos 11x

Graphing Problems: For Problems 1720, use
harmonic analysis to find an equation of the given
graph as a product or sum of sinusoids. Then
transform the product into a sum or the sum into
a product. Confirm graphically that both of your
equations produce the given graph.

180°

270°

360°

2

18.

8

y

 2

2 sin 4 cos 2

12. 22 cos 5.5 sin 2.5

2. 2 cos 73° sin 62°
4. 2 sin 29° sin 16°


90°

90°

10. 22 sin 40 sin 16
11.

1. 2 sin 41° cos 24°
3. 2 cos 53° cos 49°

y

5. sin 7.9 1 sin 0.3
cos 5 1 cos 1

Transformation Problems: For Problems 1–8,
transform the product into a sum or difference of
sines or cosines with positive arguments.

2

4. cos 13 2 cos 45
6.

Q9. cos(3x  5x)
x  ? in terms of functions of
x)
3x and 5x.
Q10. Find the value of V in decimal degrees if
V  cot 1 @_37 .


2



3
2

2

8
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17. y 5 2 cos  cos 9 5 cos 10 1 cos 8
18. y 5 8 sin 2x sin 14x
5 4 cos 12x 2 4 cos 16x
19. y 5 cos x 1 cos 15x 5 2 cos 8x cos 7x
20. y 5 3 sin 2 1 3 sin 20
5 6 sin 11 cos 9

Problems 21–24 involve solving
trigonometric equations using the sum and
product properties.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

The form of the solutions to Problems
21–24 can vary considerably for students
using Solve and | commands. For example,
if Solve is directly applied to the equation
in Problem 21, the decimal form of the
answers and “More solutions may exist”
warning indicate that the CAS used a
numerical approximation. To get exact
solutions without the indication that more
may exist, use the tExpand command. This
results in trigonometric functions having

x

19.

Problems 25–30 require students to prove
identities.

y

2

x

2



Using the tExpand command in
problems such as Problem 25 often leads
to the discovery of other intermediate
identities. For example, the figure shows
the results of using tExpand on both
sides of the equation in Problem 25.
Recognizing that these expressions are
equivalent and eliminating the common
term from the expansion gives the
intermediate identity
cos3 x 2 cos x 5 2sin2 x  cos x.

2

20.

6

y


90°

180°

270°

360°

6

Algebraic Solution of Equations Problems: You
can use the sum and product properties to find
algebraically the exact solutions of certain equations.
For Problems 21–24, solve the equation by first
transforming it into a product equal to zero and then
setting each factor equal to zero. Use the domain
V [ [0°, 360°] or x [ [0, 2Q].
21. sin 3x  sin x  0

22. sin 3V  sin V  0

23. cos 5V  cos 3V  0 24. cos 5x  cos x  0
Identities Problems: For Problems 25–30, use the
sum and product properties to prove that the given
equation is an identity.
25. cos x  cos 5x  4 sin 3x sin x cos x
sin 5x  sin 7x  tan 6x
26. _____________
cos 5x  cos 7x
27. cos x  cos 2x  cos 3x  (cos 2x)(1  2 cos x)
28. sin(x  y) sin(x  y)  sin 2 x  sin 2 y
29. cos(x  y) cos(x  y)  cos 2 x  sin 2 y
1 sin 2x  __
1 sin 2y
30. sin(x  y) cos(x  y)  __
2
2
31. Piano Tuning Problem: Note A on the piano
has frequency 220 cycles/s. Inside the piano there
are three strings for this note. When the note is
played, the hammer attached to the A key hits all
three strings and starts them vibrating. Suppose
that two of the A strings are tuned to
221 cycles/s and 219 cycles/s, respectively.
a. The combined sound of these two notes is
the sum of the two sound waves. Write an
equation for the combined sound wave, where

arguments with a coefficient of 1. Then
solve the new equation.

the independent variable is time t, in seconds.
Use the (undisplaced) cosine function for
each sound wave, and assume that each has
amplitude 1.
b. Transform the sum in part a into a product of
two sinusoids.
c. Explain why the combined sound is equivalent
to a sound with frequency 220 cycles/s and an
amplitude that varies. What is the frequency of
the variable amplitude? Describe how the note
sounds.
32. Car and Truck Problem: Suppose that you are
driving an 18-wheeler tractor-trailer truck along
the highway. A car pulls up alongside your truck
and then moves ahead very slowly. As it passes,
the combined sound of the car and truck engines
pulsates louder and softer. The combined sound
produced when the truck has a higher frequency
than the car can be either a sum of the two
sinusoids or a product of them.

25. cos x 2cos 5x 52 sin 3x sin 2x
52  sin 3x  (2 sin x cos x)
54 sin 3x sin x cos x
sin 5x  sin 7x 5 ___________
2 sin 6x cos x
26. ____________
cos 5x  cos 7x 2 cos 6x cos x
sin 6x 5 tan 6x
5 ______
cos 6x
27. cos x 1cos 2x 1cos 3x
5cos 2x 1 (cos x 1cos 3x)
5cos 2x 1(2 cos 2x cos x)
5 cos 2x  (1 12 cos x)

a. The tachometer says that your truck’s engine
is turning at 3000 revolutions per minute
(rev/min), which is equivalent to
50 revolutions per second (rev/s). The
pulsations come and go once a second, which
means that the amplitude sinusoid has period
two seconds. Write an equation for the sound
intensity as a product of two sinusoids. Use
cosine for each, with independent variable t, in
seconds. Use 2 for the amplitude of the larger
sinusoid and 1 for that of the smaller.
Section 8-5: The Sum and Product Properties

Problems 31, 32, and 34 extend the
concepts of the chapter to applications
that use the sum and product formulas.
These problems work well as extra-credit
problems or projects.
31a.
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21. 2 cos 2x sin x 5 0 ⇒ sin x 5 0 or
3p, ___
5p, ___
7p
p, ___
cos 2x 5 0 ⇒ x 5 0, p, 2p, __
4 4 4 4
22. 2 sin 2 cos  5 0 ⇒ sin 2 5 0 or
cos  5 0 ⇒  5 0, 90, 180, 270, 360

f(t) 5cos 442pt 1 cos 438pt

31b. f(t) 5 2 cos 440pt cos 2pt

23. 2 cos 4 cos  5 0 ⇒ cos 4 50 or
cos  50 ⇒  522.5°, 67.5, 112.5, 157.5,
202.5, 247.5, 292.5, 337.5, 90, 270

31c. The smaller-period sinusoid has
frequency 220 cycles/s, and the largerperiod sinusoid has frequency 1 cycle/s,
so the combined note will sound like
A220 getting louder and softer twice per
second.

24. 22 sin 3x sin 2x 50
⇒ sin 3x 50 or sin 2x 50
3p, ___
5p, 2p
p, __
p, ___
2p, p, ___
4p, ___
⇒ x 50, __
3 2 3
3 2 3

See page 1017 for answers to
Problems 28–30.

32a.

y 52 cos pt cos 99pt.

Section 8-5: The Sum and Product Properties
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Problem Notes (continued)

b. Transform the product in part a into a sum of
two sinusoids.

32b. y 5cos 100pt 1cos 98pt

c. At what rate is the car’s engine rotating?

49 rev/s

32c.

d. Explain why the period of the amplitude
sinusoid is two seconds, not one second.

32d. Each 1-s pulse corresponds to one
arch of the amplitude sinusoid, or half of
the period. So the period is 2 s.

33.

Problem 33 asks students to investigate
what happens when the parameter k
changes in the function

f (x)  cos 6x sin kx
Go to www.keymath.com/precalc if you need
information on sliders or to use the Sinusoidal
Sums and Products exploration. Use the sketch to
answer these questions.

f (x) 5 cos 6x sin kx
using a Dynamic Precalculus Exploration
at www.keymath.com/precalc. If
students want to create their own sketch
for this problem, they can learn about
sliders in Sketchpad from the document
sliders.gsp at the previously mentioned
Web site.

a. Set k equal to 0.5 so that the periods of the
two sinusoids are very different. What kind
of wave pattern do you notice? Then slide the
value of k up to 5. What differences do you
notice taking place in the wave pattern as the
periods of the two sinusoids get closer to each
other? What happens to the wave pattern
when k equals 6?

33a. k 5 0.5: periodic function with a
variable amplitude;
k 5 5: periodic function with a variable
sinusoidal axis;
k 5 6: sinusoid (with amplitude _12 and
p
period __
)
6

b. Change the equation to
f (x)  cos 6x sin kx
Again set k equal to 0.5 and describe the wave
pattern. What happens this time as you slide k
up closer to 6? Equal to 6?
c. Describe how this problem illustrates the
sum and product properties and what these
properties tell you about wave patterns
for sums of sinusoids and for products of
sinusoids.

33b. k 5 0.5: periodic function with a
variable sinusoidal axis;
k 5 5: periodic function with a variable
amplitude;
__
k 5 6: sinusoid (with amplitude 2 and
p
period __
3)
33c.

Dynamic Sinusoidal Sums and
Products Project: Using dynamic geometry
software such as The Geometer’s Sketchpad,
create a sketch with a slider k to plot the function

Answers will vary.

200

34a. Carrier wave:
y 5200 cos(1200  2pt)
Sound wave: y 5cos(40  2pt)

The graphs are identical.

34d.

1200 kc/s

34e.

Hertz (Hz)

c. Confirm by graphing that the product of
the sinusoids in part a and the sum of the
sinusoids in part b give the same wave pattern
as in Figure 8-5g.
d. The scale on the t-axis in Figure 8-5g is in
milliseconds. Find the frequency of the carrier
wave in kilocycles per second. (This number,
divided by 10, is what appears on an AM
radio dial.)
e. Research to find the name used in radio waves
for “cycles per second.”
35. Power-Reducing Identities Problem: Derive the
formulas shown by applying the product to
sum properties, using the same angle for A and
B. Why do you think these are called powerreducing identities?
1(1  cos 2x)
sin 2 x  __
2

0.0125
Figure 8-5g
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Additional CAS Problems

1. Solve the following problems for x, given
0  x  2p.
a. 2 cos(30) cos(40)
5 cos(30 1 x) 1 cos(30 2 x)
b. 2 cos(30) cos(40)
 cos(10 1 x) 1 cos(10 2 x)

See page 1017 for answers to
Problem 35 and CAS Problems 1 and 2.
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b. You can add two sinusoids with nearly equal
periods to form the same wave pattern as
in Figure 8-5g. Use the sum and product
properties to find the equations of these two
sinusoids.

1(1  cos 2x)
cos 2 x  __
2
t

34b. 100 cos(1240  2pt)
1100 cos(1160  2pt)
34c.

a. By harmonic analysis, find the equations of
the two circular function sinusoids that were
multiplied to form the graph in Figure 8-5g.
Which equation is the sound wave, and which
is the carrier wave?

Problem 35 prepares you for the next section.

34. AM Radio Project: AM (“amplitude modulation”)
radio works by having a sound wave of a
relatively low frequency (long period) cause
y

variations in the amplitude of a “carrier wave”
that has a very high frequency (VHF). So the
sound wave is multiplied by the carrier wave. An
example of the resulting wave pattern is shown
in Figure 8-5g. In this project you will find
equations of the two waves that were multiplied
to form this graph. Then you will see how you
can form the same wave pattern by adding two
waves of nearly equal frequency.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

0.025

2. Based on the results of CAS Problem 1,
if any three of A, B, C, and D are known,
is it always possible to solve for the
fourth value given that 0  D  2p
and 2 cos(A) cos(B) 5 cos(C 1 D) 1
cos(C 2 D)? Prove your claim or provide
a counter-example.

8 - 6 Double and Half Argument Properties
If you write cos 22x as cos(x  x) and use the composite argument property,
you can get a double argument property expressing cos 2x in terms of sines
and cosines of x. By performing algebraic operations on the double argument
properties, you can derive similar half argument properties. In this section you’ll
learn these properties and show that the product of two sinusoids with equal
periods is a sinusoid with half the period and half the product of the amplitudes of
the two orginal sinusoids.

Objective

2

1

y  cos x

Exploration 8-6a: Double Argument
Properties
Supplementary Problems

TE ACH I N G

x

Important Terms and Concepts

y  sin x

Figure 8-6a

Figure 8-6a shows that the graph of y  sin x cos x appears to be a sinusoid with
half the period and half the product of amplitudes of the parent sine and cosine
functions. Its equation would be y _12 sin 2x. This calculation shows that this
is true.
1 sin(x  x)
1 sin 2x  __
__
2

2

1(sin x cos x  cos x sin x)
 __
2

Write 2x as x  x.
Use the composite argument property.

1(2 sin x cos x)
 __
2
 sin x cos x
1 sin 2x
; sin x cos x  __
2

2 days

Teaching Resources

y  sin x cos x
Product is a sinusoid.



Class Time

Day 1: RA, Q1–Q10, Problems 1–3, 5,
11–17 odd
Day 2: Problems 7, 9, 19–43 odd

Product of Sinusoids with Equal Periods
1

PL AN N I N G

Homework Assignment

t 1SPWFUIBUBQSPEVDUPGTJOVTPJETXJUIFRVBMQFSJPETJTBMTPBTJOVTPJE
t %FSJWFGPSNVMBTGPSDPT
%FSJWFGPSNVMBTGPSDPTA, sin 2A, and tan 2A in terms of functions of A.
t %FSJWFGPSNVMBTGPSDPT_12 A, sin _12 A, and tan _21 A in terms of functions of A.

y

Sec tion 8- 6

The product of sine and cosine with equal
arguments is a sinusoid.

Section 8-6: Double and Half Argument Properties
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Double argument properties
Half argument properties
Power-reducing identities

Section Notes
It is recommended that you spend two
days on this section. Cover Examples 1–3
on the first day and Example 4 on the
second day.
The section opens with a proof that
sin x cos x 5 _12 sin 2x. This means
that the product of a sine and cosine
with equal periods is also a sinusoid.
The proof uses a composite argument
property for sine from Section 8-3.
Figure 8-6b illustrates that the square of
a sine and the square of a cosine are also
sinusoids. Specifically,
1 1 __
1 cos 2x and
cos2 x 5 __
2 2
1 2 __
1 cos 2x.
sin2 x 5 __
2 2
These identities are very important
in calculus. Without them, many
integration problems could not be solved
algebraically. Students prove these
identities in Problem 30.

Section 8-6: Double and Half Argument Properties
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Section Notes (continued)

The square of cosine and the square of sine have a similar property. Figure 8-6b
gives graphical evidence.

Multiplying both sides of
sin x cos x 5 _ 12 sin 2x by 2 produces the
familiar double argument property
sin 2x 5 2 sin x cos x. This property
can also be derived directly from the
composite argument property for sine:

y  cos2 x
Square is a sinusoid.

y
1

1

1

x

2




1

y  cos x

sin 2x

x

y  sin x

Both y  cos x and y  sin x are sinusoids with amplitude _12 , period Q, and
sinusoidal axis y  _12 . Notice that the two graphs are a half-cycle out of phase.
(This is consistent with the fact that cos 2 x  sin 2 x  1.) This box summarizes
the conclusions, fulfilling the first of this section’s objectives. The second and third
properties in the box are also referred to as power-reducing identities.
2

5 sin x cos x 1 cos x sin x
Composite argument property for sine.

5 2 sin x cos x
 sin 2x 5 2 sin x cos x, q.e.d.

2

PROPERTIES: Products and Squares of Cosine and Sine

The text gives the derivation of one of
the double argument properties for
cosine, cos 2x 5 cos2x  s in2x. Students
derive the remaining double argument
properties for cosine in Problem 28,
and they derive the double argument
property for tangent in Problem 31.

Product of Sine and Cosine Property
1 sin 2x
sin x cos x  __
2
Square of Cosine Property
1 cos 2x
1  __
cos 2 x  __
2 2
Square of Sine Property
1 cos 2x
1  __
sin 2 x  __
2 2

The half argument properties for sine
and cosine can be derived from the
double argument properties by using the
simple algebraic “trick” of substituting
A for 2x. Go through the derivation with
students, and make sure they understand
this substitution. It is important
that students recognize that the half
argument properties are merely algebraic
rearrangements of the double argument
properties.

Note: The product of two sinusoids with equal periods, equal amplitudes, and
zero vertical translation is a sinusoid with half the period and half the product of
the amplitudes.

Double Argument Properties
Multiplying both sides of the equation sin x cos x  _12 sin 2x by 2 gives an equation
expressing sin 2x in terms of the sine and cosine of x.
sin 2x  2 sin x cos x

Double argument property for sine.

Here’s how the double argument property for cosine can be derived.
cos 2x  cos(x  x)
 cos x cos x  sin x sin x
 cos 2 x  sin 2 x

424
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Figure 8-6b

5 sin(x 1 x)
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y  sin2 x
Square is a sinusoid.

y
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Emphasize that when using the half
argument p
 roperties for sine and cosine,
the sign of the answer is determined
by the quadrant that  _21 A terminates
in, not the quadrant that A terminates
in. Making a sketch can help students
determine which sign to use.

This box summarizes the double argument properties. You will prove the double
argument property for tangent in Problem 31.

PROPERTIES: Double Argument Properties
Double Argument Property for Sine
sin 2A  2 sin A cos A
Double Argument Properties for Cosine
cos 2A  cos 2 A  sin 2 A
cos 2A  2 cos A  1 (using sin A  1  cos A)
2

2

2

cos 2A  1  2 sin 2 A (using cos 2 A  1  sin 2 A)
Double Argument Property for Tangent
2 tan A
tan 2A  _________
1  tan 2 A

EXAMPLE 1 P

SOLUTION

If cos x  0.3, find the exact value of cos 2x. Check your answer numerically
by finding the value of x, doubling it, and finding the cosine of the resulting
argument.
cos 22x  2 cos 2 x  1


 2(0.3) 2  1



 0.82

Double argument property for cosine in terms
of cosine alone.

Check: x  cos 1 0.3  1.2661...
cos(2 1.2661...)  cos 2.5322...  0.82, which checks

P

Note that for the properties to apply, all that matters is that one argument is twice
the other argument. Example 2 shows this.

EXAMPLE 2 P

10x in terms of sin 5x.
Write an equation expressing cos 10
10x  cos(2 5x)
cos 10

SOLUTION



Transform to double argument.

 1  2 sin 5x
2

Use the double argument property for cosine
involving only sine.

; cos 10x  1  2 sin 2 5x

P

EXAMPLE 3 P Write the equation in Example 2 directly from the composite argument property
for cosine.

SOLUTION

cos 10x
10  cos(5x  5x)

Transform into composite argument.

 cos 5x cos 5x  sin 5x sin 5x
 cos 2 5x  sin 2 5x
 (1  sin 2 5x)  sin 2 5x

Use the composite argument property
for cosine.
Use the Pythagorean property.

 1  2 sin 2 5x

P
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Think about which identities you want
students to memorize and which ones
you want them to be able to derive.
Memorizing all the identities is onerous,
while deriving all of them is timeconsuming. A reasonable compromise is
to ask students to memorize the double
argument properties for sine and cosine
only and then to be able to derive the
rest.
Consider giving a short quiz when you
complete this section.

Differentiating Instruction
• Some students may have learned
the names of the properties in this
section as double angle and half angle
properties.
• Students should enter the properties on
pages 424 and 425 into their journals.
Some students may have seen the
properties expressed in an equivalent
form; they should enter both forms
into their journal to connect the new
material with their prior learning.
• Students should be able to do the
Reading Analysis individually.
• In Problem 19, explain the meaning of
ambiguous.
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Exploration Notes

Half Argument Properties

Exploration 8-6a helps students work
through the steps of deriving the double
argument properties for sine and cosine
from the composite argument properties.
This exploration is a good activity for
introducing double argument properties
on Day 1.

The square of cosine property and the square of sine property state that
1 cos 2x
1  __
cos 2 x  __
2 2

and

1 cos 2x
1  __
sin 2 x  __
2 2

The argument x on the left in the equations is half the argument 2x on the right.
Let A  2x. Then
1(1  cos A)
1A  __
cos 2 __
2
2

1(1  cos A)
1 A  __
sin 2 __
2
2

and

Taking the square roots gives half argument properties for cos _12 A and sin _12 A.
___________

1 A   __
1 (1  cos A)
cos __
2
2

q

___________

1 A   __
1 (1  cos A)
sin __
2
2

q

and

The way you can determine whether to choose the positive or negative sign of
the ambiguous  sign is by looking at the quadrant in which _12 A terminates (not
the quadrant in which A terminates). For instance, if A  120°, then _12 A is 60°,
which terminates in the first quadrant, as shown in the left graph of Figure 8-6c.
In this case, both sin _12 A and cos _12 A are positive. If A  480° (which is coterminal
with 120°), then _12 A is 240°, which terminates in Quadrant III, as shown in the
right graph of Figure 8-6c. In this case, you’ll choose the negative sign for cos _12 A
and sin _12 A. The signs of sine and cosine don’t have to be the same for the same
argument. If _12 A falls in Quadrant II or Quadrant IV, the signs of cos _12 A and
sin _12 A are opposites.
v

A  120°

v
1
2A 

60°
u

u
A  480°
1
2 A  240°

Figure 8-6c

You can derive a half argument property for tan _12 A by dividing the respective
properties for sine and cosine. In Problem 32, you will see how this is done. The
result is remarkable because you can drop the radical sign and the ambiguous
 sign.
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CAS Suggestions

The half argument properties are summarized in this box.

Using a CAS does not always give the
expected algebraic form of the result.
Inputting tExpand(tan(2A)) results in
sinA cos A
tan(2A) 5 2________
, while the
2 cos2 A 2 1
double argument identity for tangent is
2 tan A
tan(2A) 5 _______
. Students will need
1 2 tan2 A
to learn to work with equivalent forms
when using a CAS. It they are unsure, they
can test their results using Boolean logic.

PROPERTIES: Half Argument Properties
Half Argument Property for Sine
___________
1A   __
1(1  cos A)
sin __
2
2

q

Half Argument Property for Cosine
___________
1 A   __
1 (1  cos A)
cos __
2
2

q

Half Argument Properties for Tangent
_________
1  cos A  _________
sin A
1  cos A  _________
1 A   _________
tan __
2
1  cos A
sin A
1  cos A

q

Note: The ambiguous  sign is determined by the quadrant in which _12 A
terminates.
Example 4 shows you how to calculate the functions of half an angle and
twice an angle using the properties and how to verify the result by direct
computation.

EXAMPLE 4 P

15
If cos A  __
17 and A is in the open interval (270°, 360°),

a. Find the exact value of cos _12 A.

b. Find the exact value of cos 2A.
c. Verify your answers numerically by calculating the values of 2A and _12 A
and finding the cosines.
SOLUTION

Sketch angle A in standard position, as shown in Figure 8-6d. Pick a point on the
terminal side with horizontal coordinate 15 and radius 17. Draw the reference
triangle. By the Pythagorean theorem and by noting that angle A terminates in
Quadrant IV, you can determine that the vertical displacement of the point is 8.

Because there are two different algebraic
forms of the half argument properties,
a CAS does not readily re-express these
general forms.

v
1
2A

15
Aref

A

17

u
v  8

Figure 8-6d

a. 270°
135°

A
1A
__
2

360°
180°

Write the given interval as an inequality.
Divide by 2 to find the quadrant in which _12 A
terminates.
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Therefore, _12 A terminates in Quadrant II, where cosine is negative.

PRO B LE M N OTE S

________

��

Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.

Q4.

xy

Q6.

29

Q7.
Q8.

Q3. False

Use the definition of arccosine to write the general
solution for A.

Q5. Distributive

___

A � �28.0724... ° � 360° � 331.9275...°
Write the particular solution. See Figure 8-6d.

2___  68.1985...°
cos _____
29
13  24.9047...°
tan1 ___

1 A � 165.9637...°
__

and
2A � 663.8550...°
2
4___
cos 165.9637...° � �0.9701... � �_____
�17
161
cos 663.8550...° � 0.5570... � ___
289
The answers are correct.

1

Q9. 0.4

28

Q10. Ellipse

Problems 1 and 2 ask students to explain
why cos 2x  2 cos x and
tan _12 x  _12 tan x. Point out that the
distributive property doesn’t apply to
trigonometric functions.

Reading Analysis
From what you have read in this section, what do
you consider to be the main idea? Write the double
argument property for sine and show how it is
derived from the composite argument property. How
does this property allow you to conclude that the
product of a sine and a cosine with equal periods
is another sinusoid? What does the text say about
how you determine whether to use the � sign or the
� sign in the half argument properties for cosine
and sine?

1. cos 2x has period  and amplitude 1,
but 2 cos x has period 2 and
amplitude 2.
__



1
__
__
__
____
2. tan    tan  3
2 3
3
__ 6
3


1
__
__
____
but tan 
.
2
3
2
Problems 3–10 require students to
illustrate that properties are true by
making a table of values. Remind
students that a numerical table does not
constitute a proof.

5m

5. Tables will vary but should confirm
that cos 2x  2 cos2 x  1.
6. Tables will vary but should confirm
2 tan x .
that tan 2x  ________
1  tan2 x
7. Tables will vary
but should confirm
____________
that sin _12 A  0.5(1  cos A) .

in

Quick Review

Q1. By the composite argument properties,
cos(x � y) � ? .
Q2. By the composite argument properties,
sin x cos y � cos x sin y � ? .
Q3. True or false: tan(x � y) � tan x � tan y
Q4. log x � log y � log ( ? )
Q5. The equation 3(x � y) � 3x � 3y is an
example of the ? property of multiplication
over addition.

3. Tables will vary but should confirm
that sin 2x  2 sin x cos x.
4. Tables will vary but should confirm
that cos 2x  cos2 x  sin2 x.

�

Problem Set 8-6

For Problems 1–6, consider asking
students to identify which equations are
identities by observing how the CAS
returns each equation.

428

Use the half argument property with
the minus sign.

161 Use the form of cos 2A involving the
450 � 1 � ___
b. cos 2A � 2 cos 2 A � 1 � ___
289
289 given function, cos A.
15 � �28.0724...° � 360°n
c. A � arccos ___
17

Q1. cos x cos y  sin x sin y
Q2. sin(x  y)

�

15 � �_____
1 1 � ___
4___
1 A � � __
cos __
2
2
17
�17
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8. Tables will
vary but should confirm that
____________
cos _12 A  0.5(1  cos A) .

11a.

Q6
Q6. Find the amplitude of the sinusoid
y � 2 cos � � 5 sin �.
Q7. Find the phase displacement with respect to
y � cos � of y � 2 cos � � 5 sin �.
Q8. Find the measure of the smaller acute angle of a
right triangle with legs 13 cm and 28 cm.
Q9. What is the period of the circular function
y � sin 5x?
Q10. The graph of the parametric function
x � 5 cos t and y � 4 sin t is a(n) ? .
1. Explain why cos 2x does not equal 2 cos x by
considering the differences in the graphs of
f1(x) � cos 2x and f2(x) � 2 cos x.

2. Prove by a numerical counterexample that tan _12 x
does not equal _12 tan x.

For Problems 3–6, illustrate by numerical example
that the double argument property is true by making
a table of values.
3. sin 2x � 2 sin x cos x 4. cos 2x � cos 2 x � sin 2 x
2 tan x
5. cos 2x � 2 cos 2 x � 1 6. tan 2x � _________
1 � tan 2 x

3

y

9. Tables will____________
vary but should confirm that
cos _12 A  0.5(1  cos A)

10. Tables will vary
but should confirm
____________
1
_
that sin 2 A  0.5(1  cos A)

In Problems 11–16, students can use
the tCollect command to answer part c.
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x
�

2�

�3

11b.

y  3 sin 2x

11c. By the double argument property,
y  6 sin x cos x  3 sin 2x.

For Problems 7–10, illustrate by numerical example
that the half argument property is true by making a
table of values.

18. Sinusoid Conjecture Problem 2: Figure 8-6f shows
the graphs of

f1()  cos 
f2()  sin( 30°)

y
1


360°

12. y  8 cos 2 x

13. y  10 sin 2 x

14. y  cos x  sin x

15. y  cos 3x

16. y  12 cos 5x sin 5x

17. Sinusoid Conjecture Problem 1: In this section
you proved that certain graphs that look like
sinusoids really are sinusoids. Figure 8-6e shows
the graphs of
f1(x)  2  cos x

q

6

y

x
�

16b.

Figure 8-6g

x

Figure 8-6e

The graphs of f1(x) and f2(x) are sinusoids with
vertical displacements. Is the graph of f3(x) a
sinusoid? If so, find the particular equation for
the graph. If not, explain why not.

8

y  __
 1  __
 1  cos 6x
2 2
15c. By the double argument property,
 1  __
y 5 cos23x  __
 1  cos 6x.
2 2
y
16a.
15b.

�6

5

12a.

x
2�

�



y  (2  cos x)(4  sin x)

4

1

720°

f3(x)  (2  cos x)(4  sin x)

2

19. Half Argument Interpretation Problem:
Figure 8-6g shows the graphs of
1V
f1(V)  cos __
2
__________
1 (1  cos V)
f2(V)  __
2

14b. Amplitude  1.4,
so y  1.4 cos  x 2 __
p  
4
14c. By the linear combination of cosine
and sine with the equal periods property,
y 5 cos x 1 sin x 5 1.4142... cos  x 2 __
  .
4
15a.
y

1

f2(x)  4  sin x

y

720°

f3()  (cos )[sin( 30°)]

Figure 8-6f

11. y  6 sin x cos x

15

�1

f3(V)  (cos V)[sin (V  30°)]

The graph of f2(V) is a sinusoid with a horizontal
displacement. Is the graph of f3(V) a sinusoid? If
so, find the particular equation for the graph. If
not, explain why not.

c. Verify algebraically that the equation is
sinusoidal.

2

x
2�

�

f2(V)  sin(V  30°)

a. Plot the graph of the given function.
b. From the graph, find the equation for the
sinusoid.

y
1

f1(V)  cos V

1 A for A [ [0, 180°]
7. sin __

2
1 A for A [ [0°, 180°]
8. cos __
2
1 A for A [ [360°, 540°]
9. cos __
2
1
__
10. sin A for A [ [360°, 540°]
2
Sinusoid Problems: For Problems 11–16, the graph of
each function is a sinusoid.

14a.

16c. By the double argument property,
y 5 12 cos 5x sin 5x  6 sin 10x.

c. What one transformation can you apply to the
f1(V) equation to make its graph identical to
the graph of f2(V)?

17. Not a sinusoid: The graph is not
symmetrical across any horizontal
central axis.
1 
 1  sin(2u 2 30) 2  __
18. Sinusoid: f3(u) 5 __
4
2
19a. The dotted curve represents f1 ()
and the solid curve represents f2 ().

___

d. Explain why qn 2 equals |n|, not just n. Use
the result, and the way you derived the half
argument property for cosine, to explain the
origin of the  sign in the half argument
property for cosine.
Section 8-6: Double and Half Argument Properties
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13a.

y
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10

4
x
2�

Problems 17 and 18 ask students to
investigate the product of two sinusoids.

19b. The 1 should be used on
[720n 2 180, 720n 1 180] and the 
on [720n 1 180, 720n 1 540].
19c.

5

�

y 5 6 sin 10x

a. Which graph is f1(V) and which is f2(V)?
b. The half argument property for cosine contains
the ambiguous  sign. For what intervals of
V should you use the positive sign? The
negative sign?

x
�

2�

12b. y 5 4 1 4 cos 2x

13b. y 5 5 2 5 cos 2x

12c. By the double argument property,
y 5 8 cos2x 5 4 1 4 cos 2x.

13c. By the double argument property,
y 5 10 sin2x 5 5 2 5 cos 2x.

f1 () 5

f2 ()

__

19d. By definition, 
 x 2 means the
positive value, so
__
x, x $ 0
 x 2 5     

5 x .

2x , x  0  

{

The derivation of the half argument
properties takes the square root of the
squares of sines and cosines.
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20. Terminal Position of _12 A Problem: You have seen
that the half argument properties can involve
a different sign for different coterminal angles.
Is the same thing true for the double argument
properties? For instance, 30° and 390° are
coterminal, as shown in Figure 8-6h, but
_1 (30°) and _1 (390°) are not coterminal. Show that
2
2
the same thing does not happen for 2(30°) and
2(390°). Show that if any two angles A and B are
coterminal, then 2A and 2B are also coterminal.

Problem Notes (continued)
20. In general, A and B are coterminal
if and only if A 5 B 1 360n, so 2A is
coterminal with 2B because
2A 5 2B 1 720n 5 2B 1 360(2n).
Problems 21–26 emphasize using the
formulas and then substituting in the
appropriate values. Sketches are very
useful for these problems.
___
24 ; cos __
21a. sin 2A 5  ___
 1  A 5 
 0.8 
25
2
21b. A 5 53.1301...; 
24 ;
sin 2A 5 sin 106.2602…° 5 0.96 5  ___
25
1 A 5 cos 26.5650…° 5 0.8944…
cos  __
2 ___
5 0.8 
___
7  ; sin __
22a. cos 2A 5 2  ___
 1  A 5 
 0.2 
25
2
22b. A 5 306.8698...;
7  ;
cos 2A 5 cos 613.7397…° 5 0.28 5 2  ___
25
1
__
sin    A 5 sin 153.4349…° 5 0.4472…
2 ___
5
 0.2 
___
24 ; cos __
23a. sin 2A 5  ___
 1  A 5 20.2 
25
2
23b. A 5 233.1301...;
sin 2A  sin 466.2602…°  0.96
24 ; cos __
  ___
 1 A  cos 116.5650…°
25
2
___
 0.4472…  0.2 
___
7  ; sin __
24a. cos 2A 5 2  ___
 1  A  
 0.8 
25
2
24b. A 5 126.8698...;
cos 2A 5 cos 253.7397…° 5 20.28
7  ; sin __
5 2  ___
 1 A 5 sin 63.4349…°
25
2
___
5 0.8944… 5 
 0.8 
___
24 ; cos __
25a. sin 2A 5 2  ___
 1  A 5 
 0.8 
25
2
25b. A 5 666.8698...; sin 2A
24 ;
5 sin 1333.7397…° 5 20.96 5 2  ___
25
cos __
 1 A 5 cos 333.4349…° 5 0.8944…
2 ___
5 0.8 
___
7  ; sin __
26a. cos 2A 5 2  ___
 1  A 5 20.8 
25
2
26b. A 5 486.8698...; cos 2A
7  ;
5 cos 973.7397…° 5 0.28 5 2  ___
25
sin __
 1 A 5 sin 243.4349…° 5 0.8944…
2 ___
5 0.8 
Problems 27–32 ask students to prove
many of the properties introduced in this
section.

30°
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a. Starting with cos 2x  cos(x  x), derive the
property cos 2x  cos 2 x  sin 2 x.

29. Sine Times Cosine Is a Sinusoid Problem:
Using the double argument properties, prove
algebraically that the graph of y  sin x cos x is
a sinusoid.

Figure 8-6h

Exact Values Problems: For Problems 21–26,
a. Use the double and half argument properties
to find the exact values of the functions, using
radicals and fractions if necessary.
b. Show that your answers are correct by finding
the measure of angle A and then evaluating the
functions directly.
21. If cos A  _35 and A [ (0°, 90°), find sin 2A and
cos _12 A.

22. If cos A  _35 and A [ (270°, 360°), find cos 2A
and sin _12 A.

23. If cos A  _35 and A [ (180°, 270°), find sin 2A
and cos _12 A.

24. If cos A  _35 and A [ (90°, 180°), find cos 2A
and sin _12 A.

25. If cos A  _35 and A [ (630°, 720°), find sin 2A and
cos _12 A.
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28a. cos 2x 5 cos(x 1 x)
5 cos x cos x 2 sin x sin x 5 c os2x 2 sin2x
28b. cos 2x 5 cos2x 2 sin2x
5 cos2x 2 (1 2 cos2x) 5 2 cos2x 2 1
28c. cos 2x 5 cos2x 2 sin2x
5 (1 2 sin2x) 2 sin2x 5 1 2 2 sin2x
1   sin 2x
29. sin x cos x 5  __
2
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28. Cosine Double Argument Properties Derivation
Problem:

c. Using the Pythagorean properties, prove that
cos 2x  1  2 sin 2 x.

u

390°

27. sin 2x 5 sin(x 1 x)
5 sin x cos x 1 cos x sin x 5 2 sin x cos x

27. Sine Double Argument Property Derivation
Problem: Starting with sin 2x  sin(x  x), derive
the property sin 2x  2 sin x cos x.

b. Using the Pythagorean properties, prove that
cos 2x  2 cos 2 x  1.

v

430

26. If cos A  _35 and A [ (450°, 540°), find cos 2A
and sin _12 A.

30. Squares of Cosine and Sine Are Sinusoids Problem:
Using the double argument properties, prove
algebraically that the graphs of y  cos 2 x and
y  sin 2 x are sinusoids.
31. Double Argument Property for Tangent: The table
of properties in this section lists this property
expressing tan 2A in terms of tan A:
2 tan A
tan 2A  _________
1  tan 2 A
a. Show graphically that the property is true on an
interval of your choice. Write a few sentences
explaining what you did and your results. List
any domain restrictions on the argument A.
b. Derive this double argument property
algebraically by starting with the appropriate
composite argument property for tangent.
c. Derive this property again, this time by starting
with the quotient property for tan 2A and
substituting the double argument properties
for sine and cosine. You will need to use some
insightful algebraic operations to transform the
resulting sines and cosines back into tangents.

30. cos 2x 5 2 cos2x  1
⇒ cos2x 5 __
 1 1 __
 1 cos 2x;
2 2 2
cos 2x 5 1 2 2 sin x
⇒ sin2x 5 __
 1 2 __
 1 cos 2x
2 2
31a. Graphs are the same for both
expressions. A  45°  90°n,
A  90°  180°n
31b. tan 2A 5 tan(A 1 A)
tan A 1 tan
A
2 tan A
5 ______________
  
    5 _________ 
1 2 tan A tan A 1 2 tan2A

32. Half Argument Property for Tangent:
a. Based on the quotient properties, tell why
1A  
tan __
2

_________

1  cos A
_________

q1  cos A

b. Starting with the property in part a, derive
another form of the half argument property for
tangent given in the box on page 427,
sin A
1A  _________
tan __
2
1  cos A
First, multiply under the radical sign by 1 in
the form
1 cos A
_________
1 cos A

Explain what happens to the  sign.
c. Confirm graphically that the result in part b
is true. Write a few sentences explaining what
you did and your results. Based on the graphs,
explain why only the positive sign applies and
never the negative sign.
Algebraic Solution of Equations Problems: For
Problems 33–38, solve the equation algebraically,
using the double argument or half argument
properties appropriately to transform the equation
into a suitable form.

__

7p, ___
5p
p, ___
2p, ___
x 5 __
6 3 6 3
5p, ___
7p, ____
p, ___
11p
37. x 5 __
3 3 3 3
38.  5 180, 540
36.

33. 4 sin x cos x q3 , x [ [0, 2Q]
34. cos 2 V  sin 2 V  1, V [ [0, 360]
35. cos 2 V  0.5, V [ [0, 360]

2 tan x  q__
3 , x [ [0, 2Q]
36. _________
1  tan 2 x
___________

Problems 39–44 require students to prove
identities. Remind students that they cannot
work on both sides of the “equation” without
using circular reasoning.

__

1q3 , x [ [0, 4Q]
1 (1  cos x)  __
__

2
2
q___________
1
38.
q__2(1  cos V) 1, V [ [0, 720]
37.

Identity Problems: For Problems 39–44, prove that
the given equation is an identity.
2 tan x
39. sin 2x  _________
1  tan 2 x
1 tan 2 y
40. cos 2y  _________
1  tan 2 y
41. sin 2G  2 cot G sin 2 G

sec x
39. sin 2x 5 2 sin x cos x  _____
2
sec
x
sin
x
2____
2
tan
x
2
sin
x
sec
x
cos x
__________
_____
________
5
5
5
sec2 x
sec2 x 1 1 tan2 x
sec2y
40. cos 2y 5(cos2y 2sin2y)  _____
sec2y
2

sin2y

2 ____

c os2y sec2y 2sin2y sec2y 1______
cosy
5 _____________________
5

sec2y
sec2y
1 2tan2y
5 _________
1 1tan2y
sin 
41. sin 2 5 2 sin  cos   _____
sin 
cos 
5 2 sin2  _____ 5 2 cot  sin2 
sin 
42. tan 
sin  2 sin 
2 sin2 
5 ____  ______ 5 __________
cos  2 sin 
2 sin  cos 
2
1 2 cos 2
5_______________
1 2 (1 2 2 sin ) 5 _________
sin 2
2 sin  cos 
1
__
2
43. sin 5 5 [1 2 cos(2  5)]
2
1 (1 2 cos 10)
5 __
2
1 [1 1 cos(2 3x)]
44. cos2 3x 5 __

2
1
__
5 (1 1 cos 6x)
2

1  cos 2C
 
42. tan C  _________
sin 2C
1(1  cos 10V)
43. sin 2 5V  __
2
1(1  cos 6x)
44. cos 2 3x  __
2

2

Additional CAS Problems
1. In Problem 18 you confirmed that
y  cos  sin( 2 30) is a sinusoid,
but what if the angle changes? If A is
any angle,
31c.

2 sin A cos A
sin 2A 5 ____________
tan 2A 5 _____
2
2

1
 _____
cos2 A 
______
 _____
 cos12 A 

Section 8-6: Double and Half Argument Properties

cos 2A cos A 2 sin A
2 sin A
______
 cos A  ________
5 ________
5 2 tan A2
2
sin
A
1 2 tan A
_____
12
cos2 A

Problems 33–38 involve using double and
half argument properties to solve equations
algebraically.
Problems 33–38 can be solved by
combining the Solve and | commands.
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Sometimes exact answers cannot be
provided, even when they exist. When
a “More solutions may exist” warning is
given, students should check a graph or use
an alternate method to determine if the
number of numerical solutions is correct.
7p, ___
p, __
p, ___
4p
33. x 5 __
6 3 6 3
34.  5 90°, 270
35.

 5 45°, 135, 225, 315

a. Demonstrate that
y  cos  sin( 2 A) is a sinusoid.
b. Does varying A change the center
line?
c. Does varying A change the
amplitude of the sinusoid?
d. Does varying A change the period
of the sinusoid?
See page 1017 for answers to
Problem 32, and CAS Problem 1.

Section 8-6: Double and Half Argument Properties
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8 -7 Chapter Review and Test

Sec tion 8-7

In this chapter you have extended
cos(x – y) =
the study of trigonometric function
cos x cos y +
properties that you started in Chapter 7.
sin x sin y
Specifically, you have learned properties
such as cos(x  y)  cos x cos y  sin x sin y
that apply to functions of more than one argument. You saw that these properties
allow you to analyze graphs that are composed of sums and products of sinusoids.
Sometimes the composed graph was another sinusoid, and sometimes it was a
periodic function with a varying amplitude or a varying sinusoidal axis. Finally,
you applied these properties to derive double and half argument properties that
express, for instance, sin 2A and sin _12 A in terms of functions of A.

PL AN N I N G
Class Time

2 days (including 1 day for testing)

Homework Assignment

Day 1: R0–R6, T1–T19
Day 2 (after Chapter 8 Test):
Problem Set 9-1

For your future reference, the box on page 439 lists the ten kinds of properties you
have learned in Chapters 7 and 8.

Teaching Resources

Exploration 8-7a: Algebraic
Transformations
Blackline Masters
Problems R4a, R4b, and T14
Summary of Trigonometric Function
Properties
Supplementary Problems
Test 23, Chapter 8, Forms A and B

Review Problems
R0. Update your journal with what you have
learned in this chapter. For example, include
t 1SPEVDUTBOETVNTPGTJOVTPJETXJUIFRVBM
periods
t 1SPEVDUTBOETVNTPGTJOVTPJETXJUINVDI
different periods
t )BSNPOJDBOBMZTJTPGHSBQITDPNQPTFEPG
two sinusoids

TE ACH I N G

t 5SBOTGPSNBUJPOTCFUXFFOTVNTBOEQSPEVDUT
of sinusoids

Section Notes

y

R2. Figure 8-7b shows the graphs of
f1(V)  cos(V  60°) and f2(V)  cos V  cos 60°
as they might appear on your grapher.


360°

720°

10

Figure 8-7a

a. The graph in Figure 8-7a is a sinusoid.
Calculate its amplitude and its phase
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Differentiating Instruction

• To help with time constraints, consider
allowing students to use a copy of the
Summary of Trigonometric Function
Properties during the test.
• Students should do the review problems
in pairs. Go over the review problems in
class, perhaps by having students present
their solutions. You might assign students
to write up their solutions before class
starts.

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

V

Figure 8-7b

10

Encourage students to practice the nocalculator problems without a calculator
so they are prepared for the test problems
for which they cannot use a calculator.

432

b. Plot your equation in part a and the equation
y 5cos V  12 sin V on the same screen.
Do the two graphs agree with each other and
with Figure 8-7a?

t %PVCMFBSHVNFOUBOEIBMGBSHVNFOU
properties to prove that certain products are
sinusoids
R1. Figure 8-7a shows the graph of
y  5 cos V  12 sin V.

Section 8-7 contains a set of review
problems, a set of concept problems,
and a chapter test. The review problems
include one problem for each section
in the chapter. You may wish to use the
chapter test as an additional set of review
problems.

A blackline master of the Summary of
Trigonometric Function Properties is
available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book. You may want to give a copy of
this to students so that they can keep it
in a notebook for reference. Be sure your
students know which properties they are
expected to memorize, which properties
they should be able to derive, and which
properties they will be given.

displacement with respect to the parent
cosine curve, and then write an equation
for the displaced sinusoid.

a. Without actually plotting the graphs, identify
which is f1(V) and which is f2(V). Explain how
you chose them. From the graphs, how can
you conclude that the cosine function does
not distribute over subtraction?
b. Write cos(V  60) as a linear combination
of sine and cosine. Verify graphically that
your answer is correct.

• Work through the concept problems
as a class activity to give students
another opportunity to master the new
vocabulary.
• ELL students may need more time on the
test.
• Because many cultures’ norms highly
value helping peers, ELL students often
help each other on tests. You can limit
this tendency by making multiple
versions of the test.

c. Write the trigonometric expression
8 cos V  15 sin V as a single sinusoid with
a phase displacement with respect to
y  cos V. Plot the graphs of the given
expression and your answer. Explain how the
two graphs confirm that your answer
is correct.

i. Figure 8-7d shows the graph of
y  cos 3x cos x  sin 3x sin x and
the line y  0.4. Solve the equation
cos 3x cos x  sin 3x sin x  0.4
algebraically for x [ [0, 2Q]. Explain how
the graph confirms your solution.

d. Write the circular function expression
9 cos x  7 sin x as a single sinusoid with a
phase displacement with respect to
y  cos x. Make a table of values for the
given expression and your answer. Explain
how the numbers in the table indicate that
your answer is correct.
e. Figure 8-7c shows the graphs of
f1(x)  4 cos x  3 sin x and f2(x)  2 as
they might appear on your grapher. Solve the
equation 4 cos x  3 sin x  2 algebraically
for x [ [0, 2Q]. Show that the solutions
agree with the graph.
5

Supplementary problems for this section
are available at www.keypress.com/
keyonline.
R0.

y
x
3

Journal entries will vary.

R1a. Amplitude 5 13;
5
Phase displacement 5 cos21 ___
13
5 67.3801...; y 5 13 cos( 2 67.3801...)

1
6

1

R1b. The graphs match.
Figure 8-7d

Students can use the tExpand and
tCollect commands to solve Problems R2
and R3.

R4. Figure 8-7e shows a sinusoid and a linear
function.
5

y

y

5

10

R2a. f1() is the solid graph, f2() the
dashed one. You can tell that cosine does
not distribute because the graphs are
different.

x

R3a. sin(2x) 5 2sin x , cos(2x)
5 cos x , tan(2x) 5 2tan x

x
3

PRO B LE M N OTE S

6

5

5

Figure 8-7e
Figure 8-7c

R3. a. Express sin(x), cos(x), and tan(x) in
terms of the same function of (positive) x.
b. Express sin(x  y) in terms of sines and
cosines of x and y.
c. Express cos(x  y) in terms of sines and
cosines of x and y.
d. Express tan(x  y) in terms of tan x and
tan y.
e. Express cos(90  V) in terms of sin V.
Q
f. Express cot@__
2  x in terms of tan x. What
restrictions are there on the domain?
Q
g. Express csc@__
2  x in terms of sec x. What
restrictions are there on the domain?

h. Sketch the graph of y  tan x, and thus show
graphically that tan(x)  tan x. What
restrictions are there on the domain?

• Consider giving a group test the day
before the individual test, so that students
can learn from each other as they review,
and they can identify what they don’t
know prior to the individual test. Give a
copy of the test to each group member,
have them work together, and then
randomly choose one paper from the
group to grade. Grade the test on the
spot, so students know what they need to
review further.

a. On a copy of the figure, sketch the graph
of the function composed by adding the
ordinates.
b. On another copy of Figure 8-7e, sketch
the graph composed by multiplying the
ordinates.
c. Confirm your answers to parts a and b by
finding equations of the two parent graphs,
plotting them and the composed graphs on
your grapher, and comparing them with
your sketches.
d. Describe verbally the two composed graphs
in part c.
e. By harmonic analysis, find the particular
equation for the composed function graph in
Figure 8-7f. Check your answer by plotting
on your grapher.

Section 8-7: Chapter Review and Test
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• ELL students will benefit from having
access to their bilingual dictionaries
while taking the test.

Exploration Notes
Exploration 8-7a contains problems in
which students must transform a given
expression to another form without being
told the exact answer.

R3b. sin(x 1 y)
5 sin x cos y 1 cos x sin y
R3c. cos(x 1 y)
5 cos x cos y 2 sin x sin y
tan x 2 tan y
R3d. tan(x 2 y) 5 ____________
1 1 tan x tan y
R3e. cos(90 2 ) 5 sin 
p1 np
p2 x 5 tan x , x  __
R3f. cot __

2
2
p
__
__
R3g. csc 2 x  5 sec x , x  p1 np
2
2
y
R3h.
1
x
�

2

�1

2

The graph is symmetrical about the
p 1 np
origin; x  __
2
R3i. x 5 0.5796..., 2.5619..., 3.7212...,
5.7035...; These are the x-coordinates of
the intersection of the two graphs.
Blackline masters for Problem R4 are
available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book.
See pages 1017−1018 for answers to
Problems R2b–R2e and R4a–R4e.
Section 8-7: Chapter Review and Test
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Problem Notes (continued)
y 5 3 cos 25x 1 2 sin 2x
R5a. __
 1  cos 41 1 __
 1  cos 15
2
2
3 
R5b. 22 cos ___
 13 sin  __
2
2
R5c. 22 cos 12x 1 2 cos 10x

f. By harmonic analysis, find the particular
equation for the composed function graph in
Figure 8-7g. Check your answer by plotting
on your grapher.

R4f.

R5. a. Transform cos 13 cos 28 into a sum (or
difference) of sines or cosines with positive
arguments.

e. Use the sum and product properties to prove
Q
Q
__
_3
2
that cos(x  __
3 ) cos(x  3 )  cos x  4 is
an identity.
R6. Figure 8-7i shows the graph of y  sin 2 3x.

 p  cos x 2 __
 p  
R5e. cos x 1 __
3
3
p
p
1
__
__
__
5     cos  x 1     1  x 2      
2
3
3
p
p
1
__
__
__
1     cos  x 1     2  x 2      
2
3
3
2p
1
1
__
__
___
5     cos 2x 1     cos    
2
2
3
1   2  __
1   
1  (2 cos2x 2 1) 1  __
5  __
2
2 2
5 cos2x 2 __
 3 
4
 1 2 __
R6a. y 5 sin23x 5 __
 1 cos 6x
2 2
R6b. Answers will vary. For x 5 0,
cos 2x 5 1  2 5 2 cos x .

2

c. Figure 8-7h shows the graph of
y  4 sin x sin 11x. Transform the expression
on the right side of this equation into a
sum (or difference) of sinusoids whose
arguments have positive coefficients. Check
graphically that your answer and the given
equation both agree with Figure 8-7h.
d. Solve 2 sin 3V  2 sin V  0 algebraically for
V [ [0, 360].

x

1

Figure 8-7i

a. The function is a sinusoid. Find its equation
from the graph. Confirm algebraically that
your equation is correct by using the double
argument properties.
b. Give a numerical counterexample to prove
that cos 2x u 2 cos x.

y
5


R6c. cos 2x 5 2 c os2x 2 1; Tables will
vary but should confirm the identity.
2 tan x  , x  __
np ,
 p 1  ___
R6d. tan 2x 5  ________
4
2
1 2 t an2x
p
__
x     1 np
2
1 A 52___
___ ; cos  __
R6e. cos 2A 5 2  527
  4  ;
2
25
625
A 5 433.7397...;
527 ;
cos 2A 5 20.8432 5 2  ___
625
1  A 5 20.8 5 2  __
4 
cos  __
5
2
cos A 
R6f. sin 2A 5 2 sin A cos A?  _____
cos A
sin A  cos2A
5 2  _____
cos A ?
5 2 tan A cos2A.
p 1 pn
Domain: A   __
2
R6g. u 5 60, 300, 420, 660

30°

60°

90°

120°

150°

5
Figure 8-7f
5

y

x

2



5
Figure 8-7g
4

y


4
Figure 8-7h
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y

b. Transform sin 5  sin 8 into a product of
sines and cosines with positive arguments.

R5d. u 5 0, 90, 180, 270, 360
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2

x

c. Write an equation expressing cos 2x in terms
of cos x alone. Make a table of values to
demonstrate that the equation is an identity.
d. Write an equation expressing tan 2x in terms
of tan x alone. What restrictions are there on
the domain of x?
e. Suppose that A [ (360°, 450°) and
24
sin A  __
25 . Find the exact values (no
decimals) of cos 2A and cos _12 A. Then
calculate the measure of angle A (no roundoff ), and find decimal values of cos 2A
and cos _12 A directly. How do these values
compare with the exact values?

f. Prove that sin 2A  2 tan A cos 2 A is an
identity for all the values where both sides
are defined. What is the domain of this
identity?
g. Find an algebraic solution of the equation
__________

1

q__2(1 cos V) 0.5

V [ [0, 720]

by applying the half argument properties.
Then find a graphical solution by finding
where the left and right members of
the equation intersect. Do the solutions
agree? Explain.

Concept Problems
C1. Exact Value of sin 18° Project: You have
learned how to find exact values of functions
of multiples of 30° and 45°. By the composite
argument property, you found an exact value
of sin 15° by writing it as sin(45°  30°). In
this problem you will combine trigonometric
properties with algebraic techniques and some
ingenuity to find an exact value of sin 18°.
a. Use the double argument property for sine to
write an equation expressing sin 72° in terms
of sin 36° and cos 36°.
b. Transform the equation in part a so that
sin 72° is expressed in terms of sin 18° and
cos 18°. You should find that the sine form
of the double argument property for cos 36°
works best.
c. Recall by the cofunction property that
sin 72°  cos 18°. Replace sin 72° in your
equation from part b with cos 18°. If you have
done everything correctly, cos 18° should
disappear from the equation, leaving a cubic
(third-degree) equation in sin 18°.

d. Solve the equation in part c for sin 18°. It
may help to let x  sin 18° and solve for x.
If you rearrange the equation so that the
right side is 0, you should find that (2x  1)
is a factor of the left side. You can find the
other factor by long division or synthetic
substitution. To find the exact solutions,
recall the multiplication property of zero and
the quadratic formula.

A CAS instantly gives the answer
to Problem C1, defeating the intended
discovery process. Have students use
non-CAS graphers to complete the
problem.
C1a.

sin 72 5 2 sin 36 cos 36

C1b. sin 72
5 4 sin 18 cos 18(1 2 2 sin2 18)
C1c. cos 18 ⇒ 8 sin3 18 24 sin 18
1150
__
1  5
1 or ________
C1d. sin 18 5 __
4
2
C1e. Because 0  sin 18__  sin 30
1 1 5.
5 0.5, sin 18 5 ________
4
C1f. Answers will vary.

e. You should have three solutions for the
equation in part d. Only one of these
solutions is possible. Which solution?
f. A pattern shows up for some exact values
of sin V:
__
__
q6  q2
sin 15°  _________
4
__
__
__
q5  1
q5  q1
_______
 _________
sin 18° 
4
4 __
__
q4  q0
2
1
__
__
_________
sin 30°   
4
2 4
See if you can extend this pattern to sines of
other angles.
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Problem Notes (continued)
C2a.

C2. A Square Wave Function and Fourier Series
Project: Figure 8-7j shows the graph of

y

1 cos 3x
y  cos x  __
3

1

y

x

1

2�

�

cos x
Sum

�1

C2b. Letting anstand for the nth term
and Snstand for the nth partial sum (the
sum of a1through an ),

S 1 S12
1   cos 23x .
_______
  11  
 1  2  ___
5 S111 __

2
2  23
1

1

x

 31 cos 3x
Figure 8-7j

The smaller sinusoid pulls the larger one closer
to the x-axis at some places and pushes it
farther away at others. The terms in the
given equation form this partial sum of a
Fourier series:
1 cos 7x
1 cos 5x  __
1 cos 3x  __
y  cos x  __
5
7
3
1 cos 9x  ___
1 cos 11x  . . .
  __
9
11
The more terms that are added to the partial
sum, the more the result looks like a square
wave. For instance, the graph of the partial sum
with 11 terms is shown in Figure 8-7k.

y

x
2�

�
�1

C2c. The graph looks very much like a
square wave—but it takes a long time to
generate!
1 1 __
C2d. 1 2  __
 1 1 __
 1 2 . . .
 1 2 __
3 5 7 9
p 
5 0.7853... 5  __
4
y
C2e.

y
1



2

x

1

1

Figure 8-7k

x
2�

a. Plot the graph of the partial sum with
11 terms and show that it is similar to the
graph in Figure 8-7k. Find the sum and
sequence commands that will allow you to
write the equation without entering all
the terms.

4�

�1
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b. If you plot the partial sum with 12 terms,
some of the high points and low points in
Figure 8-7k are reversed. So if you average
the 11-term and the 12-term sums, you get
a better square-wave pattern. Do this on
your grapher. (If you perform some clever
calculations first, you can find a relatively
easy way to add one term to the 11-term
sum that gives the average without having to
compute the 12-term sum.)

Chapter 8: Properties of Combined Sinusoids

Electrical generators can produce alternating currents
with the square-wave pattern shown in Figure 8-7k.

c. Plot the average of the 50-term sum and
the 51-term sum. How close does the graph
come to a “square wave”?
d. When the square wave is on the high portion
of its graph, there is an “axis” about which
it oscillates. Find the y-value of this axis.
Explain how you found your answer. How is
the answer related to Q?
e. Plot the 10th partial sum of the Fourier sine
series
1 sin 3x  . . .
1 sin 2x  __
y  sin x  __
2
3
1 sin 10x
  ___
10
From your graph, figure out why the result is
called a sawtooth wave pattern.

Chapter Test
Part 1: No calculators (T1–T9)
T1. What are the amplitude and period of the
sinusoid y  6 cos x  7 sin x?
T2. The graph of y  cos(x  2) is a sinusoid
with a phase displacement of 2. Given that
cos 2  0.42 and sin 2  0.91, write an
equation for y as a linear combination of
cos x and sin x.

Write the equation as a single cosine with a
phase displacement. Show that the calculated
phase displacement agrees with the graph
in the figure.
5

y

2
360°


720°

T3. What are the amplitude and period of the
sinusoid y  2 sin V cos V?
T4. The graph of y  5 cos x  sin 8x is periodic
but not a sinusoid. Based on the form of the
equation, describe in words what the graph
would look like.
T5. The process of finding the two sinusoids that
have been added or multiplied to form a
combined graph is called ? .
T6. Is tangent an odd or an even function? Write
the odd–even property in algebraic form.
T7. According to the cofunction property,
cos 13°  ? .
T8. The expression cos 9  cos 5 can be
transformed to 2 cos x cos y. What do x and
y equal?
T9. You can write the double argument property
for cosine in the form
1x
cos x  1  2 sin 2 __
2
Show algebraically how you can transform
this equation into the half argument property
for sine.

Part 2: Graphing calculators allowed (T10–T19)
T10. Figure 8-7l shows the graph of the linear
combination of two sinusoids with equal
periods

Amplitude 5 85 , period 5 2p

T2.

y  20.42 cos x 1 0.91 sin x

T3.

Amplitude 5 1, period 5 180

T4. Along the variable sinusoidal axis of
5 cos x are sine waves with amplitude of
1 and period of __
 p .
4
T5. Harmonic analysis
T6.

Odd: tan(2x) 5 2tan x

T7.

sin 77

x 5 7, y 5 2 (or x 5 2, y 5 7)
T9. cos x 5 1 2 2 sin2 _
1 x
2
⇒ s in2 _
 1 (1 2 cos x)
 1 x 5 _
2
2 ___________
⇒ sin _
 1 x 5 6 _
 1 (1 2 cos x) 
2
2
T10. y 5 5 cos(u 2 143.1301...); agrees
with graph.
T8.

Figure 8-7l

T11. Solve the equation 4 cos V  3 sin V  2
algebraically for V [ [0, 720]. Show that
the solutions agree with the four shown in
Figure 8-7l.
T12. In Problem T2 you transformed
y  cos(x  2)



into

y  cos x cos 2  sin x sin 2
Plot both graphs on the same screen. Explain in
writing how your graphs confirm that the two
equations are equivalent.
T13. Figure 8-7m shows the graph of y  cos 2 V as it
might appear on your grapher. From the graph,
find the equation for this sinusoid.

1

___

T1.

T11. u 5 76.7082...°, 209.5519...,
436.7082..., 569.5519...
T12.

1

y

x
�

y

2�

�1


360°
1

Figure 8-7m

Use the double argument properties to prove
algebraically that your equation is correct.

y  4 cos V  3 sin V

Section 8-7: Chapter Review and Test

The graph shows that the values of f1and 
f2are the same for all x  [0, 2]. The
functions are periodic with period 2;
therefore f1(x)  f2 (x) for all real x.
 1 cos 2u
T13. cos2u 5 _
 1 1 _
2 2
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Problem Notes (continued)
A blackline master for Problem T14 is
available in the Instructor’s Resource
Book.
T14. f1 (u) 5 8 sin u, f2 (u) 5 2 sin 6u,
y 5 8 sin u 1 2 sin 6u

T14. Figure 8-7n shows the graphs of two sinusoids
with different periods. On a copy of the
figure, sketch the graph of the sum of these
two sinusoids. Then write equations for each
sinusoid and plot the result on your grapher.
How well does the sketch agree with the plot?
10


90°

5

180°

5

x

10

90�
�5

T15. y 5 4 cos x cos 13x
T16. 4 cos x cos 11x
5 2 cos 12x 1 2 cos 10x;
Table should confirm the identity.
T17. sin(90 2 A) 5 cos A  __
 15 ;
17
cofunction property

Figure 8-7n

T15. Figure 8-7o shows a periodic function whose
graph is a product of two sinusoids with
unequal periods. Write the particular equation
for the function. Confirm your answer by
plotting it on your grapher.
4



Figure 8-7o
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T19. What did you learn as a result of taking this test
that you did not know before?

4

___
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T18. For angle A in Problem T17, find the exact value
(no decimals) of sin 2A and cos _12 A. Then find
the measure of angle A, and calculate
sin 2A and cos _12 A directly. How do the answers
compare?

y


2

240 ; cos _
sin 2A 5  ___
 1  A
289
2
16
15
__
21 __
5      ; sin 2 cos     5 0.8304...
17
17
240
15
1
___
_
21___
5    ; cos     cos     5 0.9701...
289
2
17
___
16
__
5      
17
T19. Answers will vary.
T18.

T17. Suppose that A is an angle between 0 and 90
15
and that cos A  __
17 . What does sin(90  A)
equal? What property can you use to find this
answer quickly?

y

5

y

10

T16. A periodic function has the equation
y  4 cos x cos 11x. Transform the equation
so that the expression on the right side is a
sum of two sinusoids. Confirm numerically
that your equation is correct by making a
table of values.
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2

x

PROPERTIES: Summary of Trigonometric Function Properties
Composite Argument Properties

Reciprocal Properties
1
or
cot x  _____
tan x
1
_____
sec x  cos x
or
1
____
or
csc x 
sin x

tan x cot x  1

cos(A  B )  cos A cos B  sin A sin B

cos x sec x  1

cos(A  B )  cos A cos B  sin A sin B

sin x csc x  1

Quotient Properties
sin x ____
sec x
tan x  _____
cos x  csc x 
csc
x
cos
x
cot x  _____  ____
sin x sec x

sin(A  B )  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
sin(A  B )  sin A cos B  cos A sin B
tan A  tan B
tan(A  B )  _____________
1 tan A tan B
tan A  tan B
tan(A  B )  _____________
1 tan A tan B

Pythagorean Properties

Sum and Product Properties

cos x  sin x  1

2 cos A cos B  cos(A  B )  cos(A  B )

1  tan 2 x  sec 2 x

2 sin A sin B  cos(A  B )  cos(A  B )

cot 2 x  1  csc 2 x

2 sin A cos B  sin(A  B )  sin(A  B )

2

2

Odd–Even Function Properties
sin(x)  sin x

(odd function)

cos(x)  cos x

(even function)

tan(x )  tan x

(odd function)

cot(x )  cot x

(odd function)

sec(x )  sec x

(even function)

csc(x )  csc x

(odd function)

Cofunction Properties
Q
cos(90°  V)  sin V, cos @__
2  x  sin x
Q
cot(90°  V)  tan V, cot @__
2  x  tan x
Q
csc(90°  V)  sec V, csc @__
2  x  sec x

Linear Combination of Cosine and Sine
b cos x  c sin x  A cos(x  D), where
_______
A 
qb 2  c 2 and D  arctan __c
b

2 cos A sin B  sin(A  B )  sin(A  B )
cos x  cos y  2 cos _12 (x  y) cos _12 (x  y)
cos x  cos y  2 sin _12 (x  y) sin _12 (x  y)
sin x  sin y  2 sin _12 (x  y) cos _12 (x  y)
sin x  sin y  2 cos _12 (x  y) sin _12 (x  y)
Double Argument Properties
sin 2x  2 sin x cos x
cos 2x  cos 2 x  sin 2 x  1  2 sin 2 x
 2 cos 2 x  1
2 tan x
tan 2x  _________
1 tan 2 x
sin 2 x  _12 (1  cos 2x)
cos 2 x  _21 (1  cos 2x)
Half Argument Properties

___________

sin _12 x q_12 (1  cos x)

___________

cos _21 x q_12 (1  cos x)
________

1  cos x
tan _12 x  ________
1  cos x

q

sin x ________
1  cos x
________
1  cos x

sin x
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